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INTRODUCTION

m

The value of the document you are about to use is based on
its relationship to your needs and the needs of our Army in
the near term (operational), mid term (policy and programs)
and long term (strategi'c) future. The Supportability Assess-
ment is a major tool to portray current and projected
personnel requirements to support force manning objectives.
It draws on our Functional Review Process, to ensure contin-
uity of effort in "mapping" future requirements toward a
single objective: Soldier Effectiveness on the Battlefield.
This is a dynamic process. While this document is based
on data and transition guidance from end FY81, numerous
changes are taking place which will require updating
and review of this assessment. Accordinglv. VOL V
(J-SERIES COMPARISON) will be oublished in March 1982
based on DA approved J-Series TOE TAA 88 (ALO by UIC
and MACON recommended E-Date conversions as approved
by revised DA Transition Guidance.3Thus, whether an operator, a policy maker, a program manager,
concept developer, training manager or unit leader, our
"bridge to the future" is designed to support you in
identifying requirements early enough to make a difference
to the soldiers upon which our success ultimately depends.
An expanding role in providing accurate personnel projections
data to support force modernization, proponency, mission
area analysis, high technology initiatives and evolving
manni ng personnel and training systems, requires increased
capnbilities. We ensure that our Army can man the force
to Tet tomorrow's requirements in ways that foster unit

coh. ton and loyalty to institution and unit, individual
responsibility and selfless service to an Army that works.
Through ou#, ability to provide projective data to decision
makers, we can assist you in your efforts to provide
properly recruited and trained soldiers where they are
needed now and in the future.



abilitv Assess=n.: was os she' e c1 Marh n-
That report was based on a comparison of the current

10 Heavy Divisions (H-Series MTOE) ith a model1

projection of. the future 10 Heavy Divisions (Y-

Series Automated Unit Reference Sheet (ATRS)). The

objective was to identify the most significant r

and skill increases resulting from :ransition t naw:

Heavy Division 86 structures wi:h modernized
equipment under existing transition guidance as of

January 1981.

RATIONALE As a result of that assessment, and evolving

force structure and transition guidance,
Headquarters TRADOC subsequently directed that

an assessment of the Heavy Division 86 interim

organizations (A-Ser-es AURS) be based upon a

requirements comparison within the current Heavy

Divisions over time. From a personnel perspective,

it is also important to evaluate requirements

changes in terms of current personnel assets, or

operating strength. Accordingly, a methodology

was developed to incorporate both perspectives;

fully realizing that operating strength

deviations, particularly at lower grades, may be

correctable in the near term.

-AFFORDABILITY Planning for the transition to Army 86 organiza-
tions has inluded consideration of force
structuring affordability. This requires inves-

tigation of the manpower impacts which are
usually articulated in terms of "spaces".

MANNING Manning objectives are AURS or TOE requirements

OBJECTIVE for spaces where requirements and authorizations
for actual unit manning are assumed to be equal.

While efforts are being made to stardardize MTOE
documents between like units, authorizations may
vary between like unit manning levels due to

priorities, resource constraints and other

factors.

SUPPORT- (A supportability analysis specifically focuses on

ABILITY personnel resources and training impacts. This may
\ be characterized as "faces"-grade and skill con-

straints coupled with training base capabilities

which may be within overall manpower ceilings.

Detailed MOS data is contained in VOL I, Annex B

(MOS MATRIX) and VOL III (PROJECTIONS DATA). Such

an assessment is absolutely essential to ensure

that our Army can recruit, train and retain

*O soldiers with the right skills to meet the demands

of our future organizations, doctrine, equipment,

logistics support and deployment requirements,



Officer Master Files. Authorization- obtained
from the PERSACS-AUDB and requirements from
the TRADOC A-Series AURS T Column and ALO 2
column for the units in the 10 Heavy Divisions.3 These were compared with the Y and J Series AURS
for document comparison. ODCSOPS DA approved
transition guidance, conversion schedules,
fielding plans and equipment distribution plans
were used to define assumptions. The methodology
is defined in detail in VOL I, Annex A

*(METHODOLOGY). Force Structure detail assumptions

are as shown in VOL IV (S) (ASSUMPTIONS AND
CONVERSION SCHEDULE). The methodology is
portrayed below:

METHODOLOGY SCHEMATIC

/" \

/ i S illl SRIIS

ITr1 IV 8
/ -

ASSUMTIONS MASTEE

r SIN 9

SPACE The total increase in spaces from the current
INCREASES force (H-Series MTOE) to the transition or interim

*Heavy Division 86 force (A-Series AURS -

Transition) structure is 11,850 spaces or 7%.
The increase from the current force to the Heavy

", Division 86 force (A-Series AURS at ALO 2) structure
. is 19,816 spaces, or 12%. A comparison is shown

below:
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n:he nzrease in offizer snazes from the currenz
iNCaEASES HI0E force to the transition force (A-Series,

T Column) is 2,423 spaces or 24%. Current force
to Heavy Division 86 force (A-Series, ALO 2)
officer spaces increase by 2,868 spaces, or 29%.
:hesae increases must e aczomnooa:ad within a
current operating szreng-h shor:,aJl of 433
officers in the 10 Heavy Divisions. Officer
space changes are shown below:

OFFIC.] MANNINI OBJECTIVES
W aczd Lu I'leas i

tLU¢L

S* SAW

Ii

Cy-Stil MCI AN11 TH) (AUSINS4) (AMIESMO2)
FlU M12 FYIl FY11

WARRANT The increase from the current warrant officer MOTE
OFFICER force to the transition force (A-Series, T Column)
INCREASES is 665 spaces, or 28%. These increases must be

accommodated within a current operating strength
shortfall of 354 warrant officers in the 10 Heavy
Divisions. Current MTOE force to Heavy Division 86
force (A-Sereis, ALO 2) warrant officer requirements
increase by 1,004 spaces or 42%. Warrant officer
space changes are shown below:

UARBANT OFFICO MANNINO OBJECTIVES
Ilild I. Thaaaaadu
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ENLISTED The increase of enlisted spaces from t.ie current
INCREASES MTOE force to the transition (A-Series, T Colun)

force is 8,762 or 6%. Current force to Heavy
Division 86 force (A-Series, ALO 2) enlisted

spaces increased by 15,944, or 11%. While current
enlisted operating strength in the 10 Heavy
Divisions exceeds current authorizations by 120 ,

a decrease in enlisted authorizations by 1063
between FY81 and FY82, and 644 between FY81 and
FY83 increases the burden on the personnel and

training system to field an increase of 7,386
in FY84. Enlisted space changes are shown below:

ENUSTED NAINIOIDIJECTIVES

AASLcle I TUA I NE RIA NV 8

50,

U-SRIE RIE) -SUES UT (ASHIS T U1ES S A41

". I,

im r,

BY GRADE Detailed by-grade impacts of Heavy Division 86
CHANGES transition are contained in VOL I, Section 3

(MANNING OBJECTIVES).

POTENTIAL A number of potential problem areas were surfaced
PROBLEM as a result of this analysis. Six officzr
AREAS SSI, four warrant officer MOS, and 32 enlisted

MOS were identified as requiring further attention
either by personnel policy and program managers,
by personnel operations managers or by the

training community. These are identified in VOL I,

Section 5 (POTENTIAL PROBLEMS).

PERSONNEL In addition to space increases, there is a signif-

IMPACTS icant personnel impact resulting from the high

number of new and no longer needed grade and
speciality requirements associated with Heavy
Division 86 transition. This will result in sub-
stantial internal turbulence. Grade and skill

substitutability, tradeoffs and training consider-
ations, therefore, become primary considerations.
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and grades in the current personnel inventory,
reclassification and grade substitution become
necessary and may soon create retention problems.
-urther, -anv new or increased :" S and grades
represent entry into the force structure where no
current assets exist; however, there is curren:_'y no
lateral entry program for soldiers. Thus, increased
numbers of soldiers with new skills must be "grown"
from existing assets to produce senior specialists
and non commissioned officers. This must be done in
the potentially turbulent context of evolving
systems such as unit replacement, the American
Regimental System, Mastery Training, potential
changes for the role of woment in the divisional
force and the as yet unknown personnel and
training requirements for systems still in
development. These are discussed in detail in
VOL I, ANNEX D (SYSTEM RELATIONSHIPS).

CONCLUSIONS/ Detailed conclusions resulting from in-depth
RECOMENDA- analysis of data relevant to this assessment are
TIONS contained in VOL I, Section 6 (CONCLUSIONS). These

indicate that, despite a less costly force structure
end state than originally articulated in the Y-
Series AURS, the transition to Heavy Division 86
using the A Series AURS possesses serious support-
ability challenges to the Army personnel and
training community. Recommendations, contained in
VOL I, Section 7 (RECOMMENDATIONS), are designed
to focus attention on problem areas, interface
with evolving systems and identify supportability
issues requiring resolution. They provide
a vehicle by which appropriate decision makers can
investigate, coordinate or take action to resolve
the immediate and long-term impacts in their areas
of concern.

4-
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STRUCTURE

STRUCTURE Space comparisons were based upon current
CHANGES approved H-Series Modified Tables of Organization

and Equipment (MTOEs). Standard Requirements Codes
(SRC) for the major subordinate elements of the
doctrinal Mechanized and Armor Divisions are
identified at Incl 1. Information was derived

*using data provided 29 July 1981 update TOE TAPE,
Jul 81 PERSACS, Enlisted Master File (EMF) and
the Officer Master File (OMF).

ACTUAL VS The SRCs of the Divisional major subordinate
DOCTRINAL elements were used to identify actual authoriza-
REQUIREMENTS tions as opposed to using Division SRCs to

identify overall doctrinal requirements. Use .

the Division doctrinal requirement is appoprii
for one-to-one design comparisons, but it does
not facilitate a present-to-objective force
comparison of more than one Division.

DIVISION Use of component SRCs accurately reflects pres kL
MIX status. The actual mix of each Divisons's major

subordinate elements is used. None of the ten
Heavy Divisions consists of all the standard
components represented in the Doctrinal Division.

5 The ten Divisions are structured as shown at
Incl 2. Three Divisions have only two Brigades.
Two Divisions have one very large, non-standard,

forward deployed, Brigade Headquarters company.
The number of tank Battalions ranges from 3 to 7.
One Division has no NBC company. Two Divisions have

3no CEWI Battalion. Two Engineer Battalion SRCs are
used.

LEVELS OF Use of component SRCs accurately reflects actual auth-
ORGANIZATION orizations, by identifying the actual level of
(ALO) organization designated for each Division's major

subordinate element. One of the force design
assumptions is that the Division 86 organizational

structures will be primarily manned at level 2.
Different levels of organization are designated
for each of the 10 Divisions and for each of their
major subordinate elements. However, most are
generally at Level 2. From a personnel perspective,
use of component SRCs to identify actual authoriza-
tionF as opposed to using Division SRCs to identify
overall doctrinal requirements is essential. Use of
component SRCs more accurately reflects fiscal
year projections. The Division 86 transition plan
conversions are by type unit, not by Division. SRCs
of Divisional major subordinate elements should,
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definitive manning changes. But the difference
between those two perspectives is significant, as
reflected below:

,CTUAL TS 1OCT1IAL 9EQUIREEUT$

21

a DOCTRINAL H-SERIES. LEVEL. I lam95

6 x Won • IW3 1"M ,
OI

4 X 8382 - 75528 AL00 217

DOCTRINAL. LEVEL 2 IT/716 11 17I6 1772

ALo 2 TRAN
* ACTUAL CWOP NENT TOE. LEVEL I 191724

* ACTUAL COMPONENT MTME 163747 163747
AUTHORIZATIONS ACTUAL

CURRENT INTERIM A-SERIES
A-SERIES

UNIT A TOE comparison of current (H-Series) and Interjm
STRUCTURE (A-Series organizational structures is at Incl 1.
CROSS Incl 1 also identifies SRCs of the standard major
REFERENCES subordinate elements of the Doctrinal Armor and

Mechanized Divisons. The Heavy Divisons's Troop
Lists, identifying Unit Identification Codes (UIC)
of major subordinate elements, is at Incl 2. Incl 3
identifies organizational structures.

ORGANIZATION This assessment includes descriptions of the
DIAGRAMS differences between all components of the current

and Objective Divisions, with 73 updated organi-
zational diagrams in VOL I, Annex C. The basic
organizational diagrams for the Interim structures

*are identical to those of the final structures.
In the remarks column of the organizational chart,
the unit strengths are identified for A-Series AURS
and for available J-Series draft TOEs.

S
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STANDARD EQUIRZ.V TS CODES

UN~IT SRC AL01 AL.02 TA
OFF/WOiENL/AGG OFF/,iW0 'NLiAGG 0F , L;A

DIV TRPS:
HHC Armor 87004A110 90/1/109/200 81/1/102/182 81/1/102/184
EHC Mech 87004A120 87/1/111/199 78/1/104/183 78/1/104/183

* co 19217A100 7/0/112/119 7/0/103/110 7/0/103/110
SIG Bn 11035A100 25/4/546/575 25/4/497/526 25/4/497/526
ADA Bn 44275A100 50/8/907/965 50/8/836/894 47/8/762/817
(MAB) ENG Bn 05145A110 51/9/914/974 48/8/863/919 44/8/785/837
CWI Bn 34285A100 44/22/516/582 43/22/463/528 43/22/472/537
NBC Co 03387A100 12/1/160/173 11/1/138/150 10/0/117/127
(RIB) ENG Bn 05145A140 51/9/920(980 48/8/863/919 44/8/785/837

BDE:

HHC Armor 87042A110 27/0/104/131 25/0/91/116 25/0/95/120
xEC Mech 87042A120 27/0/105/132 25/0/92/117 25/0/96/121
M60 Armor Bn 17235AI10 40/2/474/516 40/2/461/503 39/2/445/486
m-1 Armor Bn 17235A120 40/2/511/553 40/2/496/538 38/2/479/519
M113 NX Bn 07245A120 44/2/910/956 44/2/795/841 44/2/795/841
IFV/CFV MXBn 07245A110 45/2/852/899 44/2/804/849 44/2/779/825

DIV ARTY:
06302A100 36/4/164/204 32/4/157/193 32/4/155/191

TAB 06307A100 6/6/149/161 6/6/145/157 6/6/145/157

8"/MLRS 06395A110 39/3/739/781 38/3/709/750 28/3/438/469

8" (3x4) 06395A130 29/2/509/540 28/2/470/500 28/2/470/500
155(3x8) (Armor) 06365AI10 49/3/775/827 48/3/712/763 49/3/601/653
155(3x8)(Mech) 06365A130 49/3/787/839 48/3/723/774 49/3/6-12/664
155(3x6) (Armor) 06365A150 49/2/706/757 49/2/633/684 49/2/596/647
155(3x6)(Mach) 06365A170 49/2/727/778 49/2/657/708 49/2/622/673

* ACAB:

17202A100 26/1/91/118 25/1/83/109 23/1/82/106
CSAB 01285A110 38/69/547/654 38/69/510/617 37/69/487/593

1725A100 18/50/202/270 18/50/199/267 18/50/191/259

Cay Sqdn 17205A100 40/27/566/633 40/27/506/573 40/29/548/617

DISCOM:
BBC 63002A100 18/3/84/105 17/3/80/100 17/3/80/100
DltIC 63003A100 18/16/136/170 18/15/117/150 18/15/117/150
AG Co 1221A100 16/5/238/259 16/5/212/233 14/5/238/257
FIN Co 14037A610 6/0/85/91 6/0/81/87 6/0/85191

- Maint Bn 43005A.100 24/14/679/717 24/13/629/666 26/13/608/645
S&T Bn 42005A100 19/2/459/480 19/2/427/448 16/1/347/364

Med Bn 08205A100 28/1/126/155 28/1/117/146 24/1/109/134
2xl Bde Spt Bn 63005A10 26/6/432/464 26/6/407/439 26/6/401/433
2x2 Bde Spt Bn 63005A120 26/6/458/490 26/6/433/465 26/6/427/459
1x2 Bde Spt Bn 63005A.130 26/6/419/451 26/6/394/426 26/6/388/420
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MANNING OBJECTIVES

TOTAL Total manning objectives for the 10 Heavy Divisions
MANNING increase from a baseline (FY81) heavy division
OBJECTIVES force (MTOE authorizations) of 163,747 to a Heavy

Division 86 force (A-Series, ALO 2) of 183,563,
an increase of 19,816 spaces or 12%. The current

Wi force (FY82) authorizations increase from 162,953
to 183,563, an increase of 20,610 spaces or 13%..

COMPARING Comparing current operating strength against
OPERATING authorized space, the current operating strength
STRENGTH WITH in the 10 Heavy Divisions of 164,109 exceeds FY81
SPACE force authorizations by 362 faces and the FY82
REQUIREMENTS force authorizations by 1156 faces. This total,

however, masks an Officer shortfall of 488 faces,

primarily in grades 03 and 04, for the FY81 force
and 607 for the FY82 force; and a Warrant Officer
shortfall of 354 faces for the FY81 force and 504
faces for the FY82 force. Enlisted strength

exceeds FY81 force authorizations by 1204 faces
and FY82 force authorizations by 2267 faces. This

excess, however, is in grade E3, which masks a
shortfall in overall E4 to E9 operating strength.

N OFFICER AND Officer and Warrant Officer manning objectives
WARRANT as a percent of change when comparing the FY81
OFFICER BY force to the Heavy Division 86 A-Series, ALO 2
GRADE (FY91) force are shown below:
COMPARISON

OFFICER & WARRANT OFFICER
SPACES

CURRENT 1TOE-HV DIV 86 A SERIES ALA 2

.50
;. so- s2"-"i

SI1004

*145 45
so'1 1073 -1182

06 0S 04 03 02 No



""._s anni objez:ives, by grade, as a
GRADE percentage of change when comparing the FY81 force
COMPARISON with the Heavy Division 86 A-Series ALO 2 (FY91)

force are shown below:

ENLISTED SPACS3
CUa3EXT3TOE-HY3IT35 A SUIE3 ALO 2

3'83

a E U L6 Es E%

•NEAR TERM Analysis of total manning objectives suggests that
INCREASES the 10 Heavy Divisions, manned primarily at ALO 2,

"- increase gradually by 19,816 spaces or a 12%
• over a 10 year period from FY91 to FY9!. Analysis

of the Transition force, however, presents a
different problem since the increase between FY82
and FY85 is 12,626 spaces, or an 8% increase over
a three year period. The majority of this increase

" occurs in one year, FYS4.

ADDITIONAL The impact of changing unit documentation and new,

MANNING but as yet undocumented, equipment personnel space
"OBJECTIVES requirements may significantly affect the manning

-. of the 10 heavy divisions in the outyears. As manyas 2210 additiona spaces, of which 2050 are

* .- *r iF

•associated with the Tank Battalions, ha ve been
identified in the J-Series TOE that were not
included in he A-Series AURS. New equipment discussed

in VOL 1, Section 5 (SYSTEM RELATIONSHIPS) may
requiae an additional 1458 spaces to support
SOTAS, TEAMPACK, TCAC-D/ASAS TRAILBLAZER, QUICKFIX,
and REMBASS systems associated with the CEWI
Battalion. This suggests a potential increase

4

ocusi n er Y4
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of 3668 additional spaces for a total of 33,"86
or a 14% increase over a 10 year period. Of this
total, 2326 spaces are those documented in the
J-Series draft TOE but omitted from the A-Series
AURS.

SPECIALTY AND Many specialty and grade spaces to support Heavy
GRADE CHANGES Division 86 are not in the current force. 30 new

specialties, along with 25 grade changes in existing
specialties are needed for support of personnel
spaces. These space changes recur frequently, thus
causing thousands of individual personnel classifi-
cation impacts. This does not consider the numerous
specialties and grades currently found in the
operating strength of the 10 heavy divisions for
which no current of future authorizations exist.
Many specialty and grade authorization within the
current force are not required to support Heavy
Division 86 structures. 55 specialties are no
longer needed, and 90 grade deletions of specific

j in the retained specialties, must be addressed to
* align personnel faces with spaces for the 10

Heavy Divisions. These changing demands will cause
thousands of individual personnel classification
impacts.

TURBULENCE The numerous skill and grade changes required forU Heavy Division 86 transition reflect a vast
improvement from Y-Series documentation in which
133 new specialties, 215 new specific grade
requirements within authorized specialties, 33 no
longer needed specialties and 59 deletions of specific
grade in retained specialties were identified. These
impacts, while somewhat lessened by improved
documentation, continue to create a high degree of
grade and skill turbulence for the heavy division
force during the transition period. The matching
of spaces and faces to support these changing skills
and grades will require close monitoring and inten-

* sive, individualized personnel and training manage-
ment.



PROJECTIONS

U
TOTAL Total Officer manning objectives are shown below:
MAN ING
OBJECTIVES
BY FY

OFFICER MANNING OBJECTIVES
(Id1., Bob IScalod ii ToUamdsl

u-

10.104
I 9.41

3AMEINE CURRENT IRTUEIN "V DIV 36(N-SIES MICI) (N-SERlES A4IT4) CAS'IlES-T (A-MtIES-AL02)FUI- FY82 FYM5 FI)

Total Warrant Officer manning objectives are
shown below:

3 WARRANT OFFICER MANNING OBJECTIVES
ISuled In Tbsusaidl

U)

3.-0

3.066

ISLIIE CUIRRET ITEIMN NV DIV I5
C"(, S111 IE ) (N-SEIS ATI) (A-SEIIES-T) (A-SEIES-AL02)

FY21 FY32 FYI3 Fy11

1



Total Enli:ed nanna; eb-eaziveS a i h"-2

ESUSTED MAAI.4:s 03JCTIYI-
,. J Scaiad i Thaazutal

IRS.
kM- . 350.

IN.

Iss

is

i AS IiI ICR TI TER I M i IV I 6
S(1-gU1S AIDE) (N-EIlIS AUTN) (A-sEFI-S.T) W(hA IES-N.3)

F' FYU FYI$ FYI

Total Heavy Division 86 manning objectives are as
follows:

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

163747 162953 164541 174107 175597 176308

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

179015 180367 182884 183217 183563

OFFICER Functional area officer space increases between FY81
SPACE MTOE authorizations and FY91 A-Series ALO 2 require-
INCREASES ments are as follows:

OFFICER SPACE INCREASES
IT FUNCTIONAL AREAS

-2 -'INUNIIEDSI
"2'3

1'- -0 -51 z 5 6

FA 637
L .. 1I 4j3]I

Iul 1110111111 320
on/to s S"zm*'- '91m ri

AVE'4

CIEN 133
till 129

All 2ANA 54S

*Al/Fl 31
IIF 1S

TIlMs IS

or -11



WARRANT Functional area warrant officer space increases
OFFICER between FY81 MTOE authorizations and FY91 A-Sereis
SPACE ALO 2 requirements are shown below:
INCREASES

WARRANT OFFICER SPACE INCREASES
BY FUNCTIONAL AREAS

mINUNDREOSI
-2 -10 2 3 56

II i 5IIA 593

lU/Lll s o 8

fall 44

II TL 44

NED 3 3

,,, 22
-

1.m 7

1/F11 -5

ENLISTED Functional area enlisted space increases between
SPACE FY81 MTOE authorizations and F'Y91 A-Series ALO 2
INCREASES requirements are as follows:

ENLISTED SPACE INCREASES
I FUNCTIONAL AREAS

ITHOUSANOSI
-4.5 -3 -1.5 0 1.5 3 4.5 6 7.5I I J I f

ommmm lI 7322
FA F869

ANA 2285
"N/LB 2080

TIANS 1720
1281

,l i 966

IBTSL 6387

Sig 495
fill 233
lof 33

-55 
Ct

-7Ro of

-1513 Al/FIN

-1845 AM

-4094 IMF
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4.

POTENTIAL PROBLEMS

P IDENTIFICATION The following criteria were used to identify

OF SUPPORT- potential personnel supportability problem areas
ABILITY for MOS/SSI required to support the transition
PROBLEMS to Heavy Division 86:

MANNING MOS/SSI requirements increase 20% or more between
U- OBJECTIVE FY81 and FY91.

(ALL DATA IS MOS/SSI requirements increase 50% or more between

KEYED TO FY81 and FY91.
REQUIREMENTS
INCREASES KANNING OBJECTIVE INCREASES

UNLESS NOTED)
OFFICER EN DLISED

11B 53A 011A 053 173 35K 62J 74F
I2A 54A 1009 05D 17M 35R 62N 76J
12B 56A 160A 05 19K 35U 633 76V
13B 60A 201A 05H 24W 36H 631 76W
13D 60C 211B 11M 27B 42E 63C 91Y
13K 60E 224B 12F 27K 458 63J 92B
143 61? 271A 139 27G 450 63S 937
153 61J 287A 13C 27N 45K 63w 96E
15M 62A 290A 13E 27P 45L 63Y 98C
15S 67B 411A 13F 27Q 45T 63Z 9J
21A 67F 621. 13M 272 52C 67T 98Z
35A 71A 630A 13R 31E 32D 67Y
35C 72A 711A 13T 31S 54C 67Z
36A 73A 741A 15D 31T 54E 68!
37A 74A 762A 15J 31V 542 68P
42A 8lA 971A 16H 32Z 553 68K
42B 91A 982A 16L 335 55X 68.
42X 92A 983A 16S 34C 57F 71A
4A 92B 988A 16Z 34Y 62F 71P

OPERATING MOS/SSI operating strength less than 90% of FY81
STRENGTH LOW division requirements.

HEAVY DIVISION OPERATING STRENGTH
LESS THAN 9C%

WARRANT
OFFICE OFFICER ENLSTE

14A 63A 1003 00 13Z 35P 71C
14B 67F 100K 02C 16S 35U 73Z
35A 67H 160A 02D 16Z 41B 74Z
35C 67K 20IA 02G 17K 42E 75D
37A 68H 211A 02H 19E 45D 75E
41A 68N 2243 02J 19Z 45E 75Z
46A 68S 271A 02K 26C 45F 76V
53A 70A 285A 02N 27B 4SL 84Z
533 7 A 286A 02R 27E 45T 91Q
56A 76A 411A 050 27Z 52C 91Y
60A 92A 630A 05H 31T 54Z 96C
600 92B 762A 11B 31V 55X 973
60E 92X 964A 11C 31Z 55Z 98C
60L 95A 971A 13C 33S 63D 98G
61F 95D 973A 13? 34K 63H 98J
61J 982A 13R 34Y 63S 98Z
61M 983A 13W 34Z 63T
61N 988A 13Y 350 67T

- - - - - - - - - --



MOS/SS: opera:ing strength less than 90% of F%.
division requirements were mann-ing objectives are
increasing.

LO OPErTING STRENCTH
WITH INCREASING MANNIN' OBJECT:':ES

VARRANTr
OFICER OFFICE ENLISTE

143 67F 100E 05C 31V 63S
35A 72A 160A 05H 33S 67T
35C 92A 201A 13C 34Y 76V
37A 92B 2243 13F 35U 91Y
53A 271A 13R 42Z 98C
56A 41LA 16S 459 98J
60A 630A 16Z 45L 98Z
60C 762A 273 45T
603 982A 27E 52C
61F 983A 27Z 54Z
613 988A 31T 5SX

CRITICAL MOS has been identified by MILPERCEN as a Critical
SKILL Skill and requirements are increasing.

FY81 CRITICAL SKILLS

MOS

05B
13F
13N
34Y
98C

SIMOS MOS has been identified by MILPERCEN as a Space
Imbalanced MOS (SIMOS) - 55% or more OCONUS and
requirements are increasing.

MOS is near-SIMOS (50% or more OCONUS) and require-
ments are increasing.

FY81SPACE IMUALANCED KOS (S2MOS)

SIM NEAR-sIMOs SIO %o sNs msitos

053 52 31T 60
05C 53 34Y 50
03D 65 36H 52
05H 59 45C 50
LIN 100 45T 81131 75 52C 50
15D 76 55Z 55
15J 72 63D 52
273 54 630 51
272 50 63s 55
27C 52 63T 55
31E 53 63W 58
31J 56 76C 56
318 50 98C 55

98G 57

S



MALE/FEMALE Females comprise 10. or more of MOS ocpulation
RATIO where MOS is SIOS or near-SIMOS and requirenents

are increasing.

HIGH FEMALE RA:IO

9CS 7.FEMALE

05B 12
05C 12
05D 28
05H 24
31J 13
76C 21
98C 26
98 28

TRAINING MOS training fill less than 95% and requirements
are increasing.

- FT81

LOW TRAINING FILL

,. .0t

05B 87
OSH 85
13F 83
15 80

31S 94
31T 51
45F. 90
54C 90
63E 88
91Y 90
98C 51

MOS is training base shortfall or capacity
constrained and manning objectives are increasing.

TRAINING CAPACITY CONSTRAINT

NO S

05D
05G
05Ht

13M
13R
33S
34Y
92B
981



1OS course attrition rate above 20%, not decreasing
and manning objeccives are increasing.

MOS course attrition rate aDc',e 25'; and mannir.g

objectives are increasing.

FY81

RICH cG'JS25 A-IRI7113

WS RATE C)taC RATE (.

05D 35 31V 25
05G 30 33S 30
05H 38 34Y 48

131 26 45E 22
19K 25 45G 42
24V 37 45T 25

27B 21 52C 21

27E 29 63Y 20
27F 34 67T 33

27G 28 71m 20

27N 34 74F 37

312 42 93F 30
31S 31 98C 28

31T 42

ATTRITION Miscellaneous attrition rate exceeds 10% and
requirements are increasing.

FYSI1

HIGH kaSCELLAJNMUS ATTRITION

MERATE l

27E 15
27N 12

31E 14

31S 11

34Y 11

35R 15
36H' 11
42E 14

45S 11

45G 14

45K 11
45L 12

54C 16
541 11
55B 12
630 11

6

Se

6e



RETENTION MOS first-term and career combined retention rate
less than 50% and manning objectives are increasing.

FY81
LOW RE ~I0OR

SsIS T 7 M CAR EM

17B 30 60
17M 26 67
27E 34 59
27G 38 60

45L 31 48
52C 28 47
52D 26 53
62? 47 4

62J so 15
630 52 42
63Y 42 53
67Y 28 63
68H 35 61
71H 38 43
92B 23 48
93F 38 57
983 11 70

Migration rate out of low retention MOS exceeds
migration fate into MOS and manning objectives are
increasing.

FY81 HIGH OUT - MIGRATION

MOS IN/OUT RATIO

17B 0:7
17M 1:10
45L 1:3
52D 1:5
63C 3:4
92B 1:4
98J 2:4

U
PREREQUISITES MOS Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB)

prerequisite score attained by declining population
by -5% or more and manning objectives are increasing.

FY77-FYSO
ASVAB PRUEISITE PUFORIANCE DECLINE

4-YEAR 4-YEAR
I&S SCORE D777 M. MS SCORT 0177 0.)

05B SC95 -7 55B G485 -6
050 57F
17M 62F
33S 62J
13R SC100 -6 42E GM90 -6
173 45T
54E ST90 -14 52C
91Y 52D

923 68M
05D ST95 -18 45F 0495 -5
05G 45L
05H 54C
13C 76V CL9O .5
13E 76W
96! 71m CL95 -6
74F STI00 .18 76J

13m 07100 -5



GRADE Heavy Divisicn t6 ransition increases zrade
INFEASIBILITY infesible MOS structure. See VOL !I (MOS

PROJECTIONS).

N CO Heavy Division 86 increases NCO Manni.. objec-1ive'
SHORTAGES where shortages currently exist. See VOL II: K:'.GSpROJECT • ,S)

UNDERALIGNED Heavy Division 86 increases officer manning objectives
OFFICER for specialties which are undaraligned. 66%.
SPECIALTIES utilization or above is considered underaligned.

7181

u)WUAI0U.N CnCfl SP!CALTES
% UUM UTTlZZATION RATE ' UTOF

Sc SPECIAL-Y 0 Z

12 Azmor -2
13 field AZrillery .5
21 Engineer -20 -21
41. Finance -2
74 C.nical -20

* CONTINUATION Heavy Division 86 increases officer manning
PATTERN objectives for specialties with below average

continuation patterns. Army average is 410% for
0 f and 310%.for 05.

q 7181

OFFICE SECIALTY
CONTI4 UATION PATTERN
% BEOW AM AVEAGE

SC ~SPECIALTY04 0

14 Ar Dufense -2
15 Avlacian -li8 -51
36 Counterinceallizence .56

Finance :243
71 Aviatio kMsteriel Managaiant -197
91 ainena.tnce Vanages . -181 .54
92 Materia. Services Fanagemenc -5

POTENTIAL Officer specialties and warrant officer and
PROBLEM enlisted MOS which have been identified as having
SSI/MOS supportability problems are detailed in the following

charts. These problem SSI/MOS are identified
based on analysis of data contained in VOL I,

4 Annex A (METHODOLOGY) and are also contained in
VOL III (PROJECTIONS DATA).
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7 PROJECTIONS The following is an explanation of the projections chart

DATA found on the enlisted charts that follow.

Chart used for each enlisted MOS:
I

MOS ACC ESSION TRAINING
CUT El Fr P6I TIlE LEAD

ROWd $KILL Iki I IL % CAP Wj BD

1 A 8 C D E F ,

TTHS ATTRITION RETENTION

C AiTS A CBS XISC SEEAL 116is S1
SPITI FACES snv• % iit A3 C

" .- .- - - -i- -

2 H I J K L M N P1 PJP3

3 R S T U v W X

4 Y Z AA Be CC DO EE FF•

IT*ALS 1"1

MALE/FEMAL4 CONUS/OCONUS MOS PREREQ TRADEOFFS

6 g PP QQ RR S T UU

The rows are numbered and the blocks are lettered in this

example in order to refer back to appropriate rows and
blocks when describing the methodology used to determine

the numbers in each MOS chart.

ROW 1 The data in all the blocks of row 1 were extracted directly
from the MOS matrix at Annex B of Volume 1.

ROW 2 The FY81 operating strength in block 2H and the FY81
authorizations in block 21 were extracted from the require-
ments data in Volume II. Block 2J is the difference between
blocks 2H and 21. If authorizations were smaller than the
operating strength, the number was shown as a minus. The
percentages in blocks 2K thru 20 and the numbers in block 2P
were extracted from the )S matrix in Annex B of Volume 1.

4i



ROW 3 The authorizations in block 3Q are the FY35 or interim conversion
figures extracted from the requirements data in Volue 11. Block
3R is the difference ben'een 7Y35 authorizations and 3 i F.3_
operating s:rength in block 2H. The numbers in blocks -ru
3W were obtained by applying thcse perzan:ages to tHe autnori:atizns
in block 3Q. These numbers were determined in the following manner.

BLOCK 3S - 3Q * (1-2)

Uw OCX 3T - [(FY85 Z-3's - 2H E-3's) t (1-Zl)] - ((FY85 1-3s - Z 1-3's)? 3S

BLOCK 3U - [(FY85 E-3's - ZH 1-3's) + (l-2M)J - [(FY85 E-3's - 2H E-3's)] - 3T

3LOC< 3V - 3U X+ Y

(X - [(FPY85 E-i's thru E-4's) - (2H E-i's thru 1-4's)) + ist term
reenlisement race] - ((FY85 E-l's thru E-4's) - (ZH E-i's thru E-4's)]
(T - [(F85 -5's and above) - (2H E-5's and above)) + careeriss

reeniaiment rate ] - [(FYS5 E-5's and above ) - (ZR K-5's and above)]

BLOCK 3W * [(Reenlistment in - reenlistment out) x 3Q] + 3V

BLOCK 3X 3 3W + 3Q

ROW 4 and 5 The numbers in row 4 and 5 were determined in the same manner
as above except in row 4 FY91, or full modernization, authori-
zations were substituted for FY81 and in row 5 the Y-series,
or objective division, authorizations were substituded as a basis
of comparison with the March 81 supportability assessment.

ROW 6 The data in blocks 6QQ thru 6TT were extracted from MOS matrix at
Annex B of Volume 1. Block 6UU identifies space tradeoffs, by
MOS, associated with system and structure changes (e.g., with the
introduction of the IFV, MOS 1IM increases, with a corresponding
decrease, or tradeoff, in MOS 11B).

.
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CONCLUSIONS

OPERATING An operating strength to manning objectives
STRENGTH VS comparison between unit operating strength and
MANNING A-Series ALO 2 manning objectives indicates an
OBJECTIVES increase of 11,850 spaces, or 7%, between FY81

and FY85; and 19,816 spaces ur 12%, between FY81
*and FY91.

AUTHORIZA- A comparison of FY 81 MTOE authorizations and A-Series
TIONS VS ALO 2 manning objectives indicates an increase of
MANNING 11,235, also 7%, between FY81 and FY85; and 19,219
OBJECTIVES spaces, also 12%, between FY81 and FY91.

ADDITIONAL This total increase does not account for 2210
REQUIREMENTS additional spaces identified in the J-Series DRAFT

AURS for Tank Battalions and NBC Companies, and

for 1458 additional spaces associated with the
fielding of SOTAS, TEAMPACK, ASAS, TRAILBLAZER,
QUICKFIX and REMBASS for which undocumented
authorizations will impact on the CEWI Battalion.
Addition of these spaces would increase the total

manning objective to 23,484, 14%, between FY81 and
FY91.

PROGRAM If current guidance regarding projected program
FORCE force increases remains in effect, an increase
MANPOWER of 5,235 spaces, or 3%, between FY81 and FY85;
INCREASES and 8,219 spaces, or 5% between FY81 and FY91

will be required to meet manning objectives. The

affordability of the 10 Heavy Divisions rests
largely on the manpower spaces which have yet
to be allocated to meet the manning objectives of

an already constrained ALO 2 Heavy Division 86
force.

OFFICER Total officer manning objectives increase 2,423
MANNING sapces, or 24%, between FY81 and FY85; and 2,868
OBJECTIVES spaces, or 29%, between FY81 and FY91. This must

be accommodated within a current operating strength
shortfall of 488 officers, or 5%, in the present
10 Heavy Divisions. Increased .nning objectives
for Captains of 1073, or 28%, nd for Majors of
439, or 31%, are most significant.



'.:A a ....... o: l w rran: ffiza -  = na n
R  4increase 65. spaces, or 28%, becween FY 81

MAN NING and FY 85; and 1004 spaces, or 42%, between
OBJECTIVES FY 85 and FY 91. This must be accommodated

within a current ooerating strength short-
all of 25 warrant officers, or 15' ia th

10 Heavy Divisions. Increased manning
objectives for 439 technical warrant officers,
or 44% of the total increased, is particularly
significant since they muse be accessed from
already constrained noncommissioned officer
ranks.

ENLISTED Total enlisted manning objective increase 8,762
MANNING spaces, or 6%, between FY81 and FY85; and 15,944
OBJECTIVE spaces or 11%, between FY81 and FY91. 7hile the

current enlisted operating strength exceeds current
authorizations by 1204 soldiers, or 1%, in the 10
Heavy Divisions, most of this excess consists
of entry level Privates. Serious noncommissioned
officer shortages and MOS mismatch problems exist
in the current heavy division force.

MAJOR The major manpower impact of manning objective
IMPACTS increases will be felt in FY83 and FY84 as units

begin convers-on to interim Heavy7 Di';sion 86
structures and initial equipment modernization. By
FY84, total manning objectives will have increased
10,360, or 6%, which is 52% of the total Heavy
Division increase and 95% of the total Heavy
Division manning objectives. Thus, considering
slightly decreased authorizations in FY82, over
half the manpower cost of the ten year Heavy
Division 86 transition occurs in FY83 and FY84
with the major portion in FY84.

SUPPORT- A significant number of personnel supportability
ABILITY problems must be resolved to manage Heavy Division
PROBLEMS 86 transition properly. For near term increases,
P LSprimarily in FY84, the FY84-88 Program Objective

Memorandum must adequately identify resource
requirements for accession, and training, Retention
of critical skills must be enhanced to ensure a
base of trained leaders and supervisors. Turbulence
must be managed with consideration for unit
readiness force modernization objectives and
individual morale.

I i ' - , . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .



OFFICER -38 officer SSI manning objectives increase in

SUPPORT- excess of 20%.
ABILITY -33 SSI have a current operating strength below

PROBLEMS 90% in the 10 Heavy Divisions. Of these, 15 have
an increasing manning objective in excess of 20'_.
-5 specialties with increasing manning objectives
are underligned.
-7 specialties with increasing manning objectives

*have continuation patterns below Army average.
-6 SSI, or 7% of the total and 18% where manning

objectives are increasing are potentially not

supportable.

WARRANT -19 warrant officer MOS manning objectives increase
OFFICER in excess of 20%.

SUPPORT- -18 MOS have a current operating strength below 90*1
ABILITY in the 10 Heavy Divisions. Of these, 11 have an
PROBLEMS increasing manning objective in excess of 20%.

-4 MOS, or 11% of the total and 21% where manning

objectives are increasing, are potentially not
supportable.

ENLISTED -87 Enlisted MOS manning objectives increase in
SUPPORT- excess of 20%.
ABILITY -70 MOS have a current operating strength below 90%
PROBLEMS in the 10 Heavy Divisions. Of these, 29 have an

increasing manning objective in excess of 20%.
-5 MOS with increasing manning objectives have been
designated as critical accession skills.
-16 MOS with increasing manning objectives are
currently SIMOS. 13 additional MOS are near SIMOS.
-8 MOS with increasing manning objectives and over

* 50% OCONUS deployed personnel have a female ratio

in excess of 10%. Of these, 5 MOS have a female
ratio in excess of 20%.
-11 MOS with increasing manning objectives have a
training program fill below 95%.
-9 MOS with increasing manning objectives have a

training capacity constraint.

* -27 MOS with increasing requirements have a course
attrition rate in excess of 20%. Of these, 11 are
in excess of 40%.
-16 MOS with increasing mann g objectives have a
miscellaneous attrition during the first year of
service in excess of 10%.
-17 MOS with increasing manning objectives have a

combined first-term and career retention rate below

50%.
-8 MOS with increasing manning objectives have a
high out migration ratio.
-33 MOS with increasing manning objectives have a

declining ASVAB test score performance in 11 test

areas in excess of 5% over a four year period.



-Numerous MOS have long training times resulting
in high TTHS account ratios.
-Numerous MOS have grade infeasible structures
compounded by Heavy Division 86 grade manning
objectives.
-Numerous '1OS have serious ,CO shortages.
-30 MOS or 13% of the total and 341 where manning
objectives are increasing, are potentially not
supportable.

MISSION The overall personnel supportability impact on
AREA each TRADOC Mission Area will affect the ability of
IMPACTS the heavy divisions to transition as balanced,

mission capable forces. Specific MOS/SSI support-
ability problems are discussed in detailed pro-
jections contained in VOL III (PROJECTIONS DATA).
Potentially non supportable MOS/SSI are also
detailed at the end of this section.

CLOSE Specific MOS problems exist; however, all MOS/SSI
COMBAT appear to be supportable. A number if associated
HEAVY skills; however, have severe supportability problems.

These include warrant officer MOS 27E - TOE/DRAGON
Repairer, MOS 100B - Scout Helicopter Pilot, 45G -
Fire Control Systems Repairer, 45T - ITV/IFV/CFV
Turret Mechanic and 52C - Utility Equioment
Repairer.

FIRE Numerous MOS associated with fielding of new Field
SUPPORT Artillery Systems and increased authorizations due
BATTLEFIELD to 3x8 153mm SP battalion conversions are potentially
NUCLEAR not supportable. Additionally, the combined effects
WARFARE of system generated manning objective increases

without identification of associated tradeoffs
presents an overall supportability problem for the
Fire Support Mission Area. MOS/SSI with severe
supportability problems include 13E - Cannon FA
Officer, 13M - MLRS Crewman, 13R - FA FIREFINDER
Radar Operator, 13T - RPV Crewman, 13W - FA Target
Acquisition Senior Sergeant, 13Y - Cannon/Missile
Senior Sergeant, and 15D - MLRS Sergeant. MOS 93F -

Meterological Crewman, while documented as
potentially not supportable in the A-Series AURS;
is supportable in the J-Series DRAFT TOE. Additionally,
an associated skill, MOS 63D - Self Propelled FA
System Mechanic has severe supportability problems.

L[ AIR DEFENSE Overall the Air Defense mission area is
supportable. Specific skills wizh severe
supportability problems include 27N - FAAR
Repairer and 27Z - AD Systems Maintenance
Chief.

L
L



INTELL!G NCi The ability to provide adequate personreLu
ELECTRONIC for increased manning objectives associated with the
WARFARE CEWI Battalion and modernized EW/SIGNIT equipment

is doubtfull. Priorities of the National Foreign
Intelligence Program (NFIP), undocumented MOS and
grade manning objectives for new systems causing
further increases in already constrained skills, and
long leadtimes required to recruit and train
linguists are major contributors to this problem.
Specific MOS/SSI with severe supportability problems

Uinclude SSI 35A - Tactical Intelligence Officer,
Warrant Officer, MOS 100B - Observation Helicnpter
Pilot, 982A - Traffic Analysis Technician, a 983A -

Emanations Analysis Technician. Enlisted sul rt-
ability problems occur in MOS 33S - EW/Inter t
Systems Repairer, 17M - Remote Sensor Operat
05D - EW/SIGINT Emitter Identifier/Locator,
EW/SIGINT Morse Interceptor, 98C - EW/SIGIN .Vst,
98G - EW/SIGINT Non-Communications Intercept and
98Z - EW/SIGINT Chief.

__ MOBILITY/ Overall, this mission area appears supportable.
COUNTER- These are no MOS/SSI that have been identified as
MOBILITY/ potentially not supportable; however, MOS 52C
MINE WARFARE discussed earlier under Close Combat is an Engineer

associated skill that will impact this mission area
primarily for training support of a doubling popu-
lation in the heavy divisions between FY82 and FY84.5Additionally, MOS decisions affecting the M9 ACE will
have to be closely monitored for supportability
impact.

COMMUNI- Overall two specific MOS 31S - Field
CATIONS General COMSEC Repairer and 31T - Field

* Systems COMSEC Repairer have been identified
as non-supportable. The tremendous impact
of over 200 new signal systems entering the
force, many with undocumented personnel
impacts; however, will cause potential
problems in training and field operations.

COMMAND & Overall supportability is not a problem. Increasing
CONTROL reliance on C2 systems, such as numerous communi-

cations and computer items; however, will require
close monitoring of this mission area as one
operationally dependent on other mission areas for
its effectiveness.



SERVICE Ordnance, issile an uni:ions, Tran snor:a:ano
SUPPORT and Quartermaster MOS/SSI. MOS 35U - 3iomedical

Equipment Specialist (Advanced) and 91Y - Eve
Specialist are potentially non supportable Medical
MOS. 551 91A - !ain:en-ance :anagezen: Officer an
91B - Armamen:!Mechanized Maintenance Officer,
Warrant Officer MOS 530A - Au:omotive Repair
Techniican and MOS 553 - Ammunition Specialist
are Ordnance/Missile and Munitions MOS/SSI that
are potentially non supportable in addition to 45G,

45T, 52C and 63D already discussed. MOS 67Y -
Attack Helicopter Repairer is a potent-ally non
supportable Transportation MOS. SSI- 92A - Supply &
Services Management Officer and 92B - Materiel
Management Officer, and MOS 76V - Materiel Storage
and Handling Specialist are potentially non
supportable Quartermaster MOS/SSI. Overall, CSS
mission area impacts are difficult to assess due to
the lack of documentation and transition guidance
for MOS and grade requirements in the non-
divisional support elements. Of particular concern
will be those critical skills required for DS/GS
and GS maintenance of new systems and critical
skills required to provide battle sup Drt functions
at corps and echelons above corps.

AVIATION Overall, the Aviation mission area is supportable.
MOS 100B and 67Y discussed earlier, however, are
potentially non supportable Aviation associated
skills.

NUCLEAR/ Personnel Supportability of the divisional NBC
BIOLOGICAL/ Company is difficult due to potentially non support-
CHEMICAL able chemical MOS. These include MOS 54E - NBC

Specialist and 54Z - Chemical Senior Sergeant. While
reclassification actions and grade substitution
may provide some relief, additional requirements not
identified in the J-Series DRAFT IOE but documented
in the A-Series AURS will further compound problems
associated with personnel support of the NBC Company.

HEAVY As a total system, transition to Heav7 Division 86
DIVISION 86 is potentially not supportable. This s due primarily
SUPPORT- to uncertain future manpower constraints, the near
ABILITY term impact of major person;el manning objectives

increases in FY84, and the problems with selected
skills which impact most heavily on the support-
ability of the Division Artillery, the CEWI Battalion
and the Division Chemical Company and on material
systems maintenance support. This conclusion is made
based on present policies, programs, documentation,
transition guidance and known manpower constraints.



A concerted effort to correct personnel and training

problem areas associated t'ith Heav.. Dion
Transition, in conjunction with other Army 90's

programs and the materiel impacts of force moderni-
zation can make the difference. This can onlv
be done if transition to Heavy Division 86 is
managed as a total, integrated effort, if the impact

of a change in any part is recognized for its

effect on soldiers and its potential effectiveness

* :through the availability and skilled performance of

those soldiers.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

ADEQUATE Army 90's transition is a threat generated force modernization
MANPOWER effort of unprecedented scope and complexity. Assurance of ad-

equate manpower to field and sustain Army 90's program structures,
beginning with a defination by the DCSOPS of authorizational levels

u for the 10 heavy divisions between FY8L1 and FY88, is essential for
mission accomplishment. MACOMS can then document skill and grade
authorizations to support tramsition requirements.

ADEQUATE Strategic long range personnel planning is needed in conjunction

ATTENTION with an Integrated systems support approach by those most closely

associated with the management and leadership of the force moder-
ization effort. The force structure, materiel and doctrine players
must pay attention to personnel, training and logistical support-
ability as "go-no go" variables in everything they plan to do or to
have others do. The personnel and training commnnities should con-

,* tinue and expand efforts to get out in front of the problem.

ADEQUATE Specific Recommendations by MOS/SSI are included in Vol III (PRO-

FACES JECTIONS DATA). Reconnendations for management of TRADOC Mission
Area Impacts are as follows:

CLOSE Overall Manning Objectives increases of 425 officers and decreases
COMBAT of 5939 enlisted personnel present no supportability problem. As-
HEAVY sociated support skill; however, continue to present supportability

.. .. problems.

- Expand training capacity and provide recruiting and retention
incentives for MOS 27E, 45G, 45T and 52C.

| - Retain FY82 45T spaces to cover ramp up in FY85-91 requirements.
- Stretch out E-Date conversion MTOE documentation of 27E, 45G,
45T and 52C spaces within units for which equipment conversion to
MI, IFV and CFV has not occured.
- Provide close monitoring of SSI 12A captain distribution.
- Provide for early procurement of MOS 1OOB Warrant Officers and

, .provide retention incentives for improved MOS 100 series skills.

FIRE Overall Manning Objectives increases of 637 officers, 52 warrent
SUPPORT/ officers and 6,869 enlisted personnel severely impacts personnel
BATTLEFIELD supportability of the Heavy Division 86 Division Artillery. These
NUCLEAR increases are particularly severe between FY83 and FY85.
WARFARE - Manage SSI 13E by exception. This may include faster promotion

to 03, increased FY83-85 accessioning, limited active duty tours
for RC Captains, grade substitution and requirements screening for
vailidity of nonunit distribution.

- Provide retention incentives for MOS 13Y, 13W, 15D and 13B40
grade E7. Provide retention incentives for feeder MOS to these

critical skills.



I

Extend _e o'.'ent_ schediule f.r R?7, Q-36 and 3 Raci:2-- :D

provide smoot-'er requiraents r-p-up for MCS 137 and 132.

AIR Overall Manning Objectives increases of 54 officers, _1 'arran.
* DEFENSE Officers and 2,285 enlisted personnel have been well managed by

trade-offs fr= o-her Air Defense programs. Suo!orabii-sh .-
be no oroblem; ho!¢ever, retention of critical NCO skills must be
addressed, particularly for MOS 16Z and 27Z grade E3.

I -'L F..,.._Z. Overal. Manning Objeccives increases of 324 officers, 44 warrant of-
* ELECTRONIC ficers and 687 enlisted personnel will be difficult to support for

WARFARE the CET41 Battalions, particularly due to requirements for shortage
skills.
- Increase assessions for SSI 35A.
- Establish enlistment bonus for MOS 98J.
- Expand training capacity for MOS 33S, 98J, 05G and 05D.
- Reduce course attrition in critical technical and language skills.
- Streamline secruity clearance process. Currently a BI takes up to
one year to complete. Prioritize process for critical skills.
- Reevaluate and seek DOD support for revision or redirection of
NFIP priorities. A tactical intelligence structure is not support-
able under current polices and programs.
- Explore alternative personnel sources such as lateral entry, civil-
ianized NFIP positions and increased specialization towards re-
ducing shortage skill requirements.
- 9312A and 983A -.,arrant officers orocuremen t. a' .ernatives shou "
explored.

MOBILITY/ Overall Manning Objectives increases of 129 officers, 44 warrent of-
COI.NTERMO- ficers and 233 enlisted personnel should present no supportability
BILITY/ problem.
MINE WARFARE - Monitor MOS requirement for the M9 ACE to assess supportability

impacts of alternative MOS decision options.

COMMUNICA- Overall Manning Objectives increases of 124 officers, 22 warrant of-
. TIONS ficers and 495 enlisted personnel should be supportable.

- Monitor impacts of new system fielding to insure continued per-
sonnel and training supportability.

- Review SGA for MOS 31S grade E6 and 31T grade E4.
- Reduce training shortfall in MOS 31T.

COMBAT Overall Manning Objectives increases of 790 officers, 186 warrant
SERVICE officers and 9,122 enlisted personnel may create a supportability
SUPPORT problem. This can not be determined until other Army 90's programs,

particularly Heavy Corps 86 and EAC 86, are documented and trade-
offs can'be assessed.
- mplement combat arms detail to improve assessioning of SC 91 and 92.
- Determine changes in procurement methodology for MOS 630A.
- Review SGA for MOS 35U and consider redocumenting to E5 positions,
MOS 35G.

'a



- Revise DAS 3 Jistribution to stretch out FY84 recuirenents ramp
up for MOS 55B or docunent aiternative i0S 35R for DA$ 3 Am-
municion Sys:em.
- Closely monitor OS 76V to insure priority fill.
- Enhance MOS 91Y recruiting and retention by establishing en-
listment bonus and SRB.
- Implement recommsendation for MOS 27E, 45G, 45T and 52C dis-
cussed earlier under ADA and Close Combat.
- Retain current MOS 63D requirements to smooth out ramp up in

FY86. Review SGA to eliminate grade structure bottleneck at E6
compounded by 45D feeder MOS.
- Coordinate with OTSG to insure SSI 60-68 medical officer in-

creases are programmed to meet Heavy Division 86 Manning Objectives.
- Establish Zones SRB to insure improved first term retention
for MOS 67Y.

AVIATION Overall increases of 243 officers, 593 warrant officers and 966
enlisted personnel are supportable.
- MOS 100B and MOS 67Y discussed earlier must be closely monitored
to support increased Aviation requirments.
- The CMF 67 study should resolve Aviation grade feasibility is-
sues. Closely monitor to insure implementation.
- The feasibility of establishing an Aviation Branch for SC 15,
with inherent OBC and OAC professional development training should
continue to be investigated. Diverse interests in Aviation officer
management compound inconsistant policies in development and
utilization of commissioned aviators.

CHEMICAL Overall increases of 133 officers and 1281 enlisted personnel -i
create severe supportability problems for the NBC company.
- MOS 54E structure must be revised to alleviate grate infeasible
structure to E5.
- Stretch out requirements for MOS 54Z to smooth out FY84 ramp
up.

TRANSITION Single E date conversions should require detailed MOS and
GUIDANCE grade MTOE documentation to insure authorizations reflect

only mission essential increases in critical skills based
on equipment conversion dates. This may reduce the impact
of near term MOS supportability problems and allow the
training base to graduate its resource requirements to meet
training objectives. Equipment paced conversion of MOS
and grade changes will improve skill match provided that
distribution plans are known with sufficient lead time for
detailed documentation of authorized personnel resources.

THE Intensive management of accession, retention and attrition of
PERSONNEL personnel assets in close coordination with the training com-
COMMUNITY munity is required. Reliance on current PPBS driven personnel

authorization documents will not suffice in the near-term due
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tisu:ze:lea-2 time pow: 4 Iei 2Z
and resourcing to get the right_ soldier to the right unit on
time.
-Establish an annual Force Modernization ARPRINT with current
data base on la-es ODCSOPS a_-r.ve -rte_ s-r- 
transition guidance.

- Identify Heavy Division 86 potential prcbleM .S's and "SARC
critical skills, particularly in the areas of field Artilleryp
Inte~ligence/Elactronic Warfare. chenica! and m-incenamne MCS.
- Provide special incentives for recruitment and retention of
equipment driven problem MOS/SSI.
- Derine assession objectives for MOS/SSI based on identifi;ation
of force modernization manning objectives.
- Support the training conmunity in eliminating "hard" con-
straints to training capacity, particularly for field artillery
Intellig enceiElectronic Warfare MS.
- Orient the warrant officer recruiting and voluntary recall
programs on Army 86 critical requirements.
- ..ncorporate Army 90's recuire, incre~ses in th- DA4PL wih hi.,g-

priority for distribution toward Army 90's critical skills.
- Reorient resource priorities to insure adequate support for
Army 40's transitioning, particulartly for Heavy Division 86.
This includes training base expansion, DAMPL distribution prior-
ities and end strength increases. With ODCSOPS identify the t"re-
quirements to authorizations gap" by fiscal year.
- Insure that Armiy 0's cransition receives priority fir dis-
tribution and assignment of critical personnel assets.
- With ODCSOPS, coordinate and identify Life Cycle Personnel
requirements for Integrated System Support (ISS) of new materiel
systems.
- With ODCSOPS, coordinate personnel implications of High-Low
mix unit alternatives within each level of unit structure.

THE Documentation of training base resource requirements to support
TRAINING Heavy Division 86 transition is absolutely essential in the FY84-88
COMM1UNITY POM. Later adjustments, while necessary, must be kept

to "fine tuning" as much as possible to minimize turbuence.
Additionally, the following measures should be inb6.
- Review course POI to shorten course length of critical specilties
where course attrition is not a problem.
- In coordination with DCSPER, streamline security clearance re-
quirements and procedures, particularly for Intellegence/Electronic
Warfare and Field Artillery Nuclear Surety associated specialties.
- Reduce course attrition rates in critical specialties. Review
MOS prerequisites, selection procedures, training plan content and
training methods. Lengthen courses where required.
- insure maximum training capacity is attained consistently to
provide optimt= :raining program fill in critical specialties
- Reduce TTHS accounts through increased OSUT and shorter course
lengths where practicable.

L



- Complete documentation of final BOIP/QQPRI personnel requirements

for TACJANM TEAMPACK, SOTAS, TRAFFICJAM, QUICKFIZ II, SLUFAE,
ACE and GEMSS.

- Insure personnel cornunity representation on Ne'*: Organization Train-

ing and New Equipment Training Teams.

MACOMS - Document FY84-88 PARR submissions to identify personnel authoriza-
tions required to support Heavy Division 86 transition as shown bel~w

While direct equipment and structure related costs should be identifie

in the MRIS as stated above, other costs associated with or-

ganization and stationing should also be identified. Unit pro-
jections data for each of the 10 Heavy Divisions contained in
Vol V, (Division Requirements) should assist in this effort.

Document Modernization Requirements Information Submission (MRIS)

equipment driven training base personnel increases to support the 10
Heavy Divisions as follows:

PROPONENT UNIT SYSTEM

CM NBC Company - XMI4. 9 per company to MRIS. 6
per company to Army 90

EN Engineer Battalion - ACE

- GEMSS
• - S LUFAE

FA HHB, Division Artillery - FAMAS

3 - PADS

FA FA Target Acquisition - AN/TPQ-36
Battalion - AN/TPQ-37

- RPV

SI Signal Battalion - PLRS and TACSATCOM H-series to MRIS.

J-series increases to Army 90.

AR Tank Battalion - M1 Tank

LOGCEN DMMC - Ancillary support Systems (trucks,

POL tankers, etc., due to increases of

MI, IFV, CFV).

OD Maintenance Battalion - Tools test sets, test equipment and

personnel to support MI, IFV, CFV and

* system changes



C7'r Bat:alion - TACj*, ........ , SCZAS,
and QUIKF-X II H-series to MIR3.
J-series to Army 90.

FA 8"/MLRS Battalion- ..RS

MRIS related conversion dates are contained, by division and UIC in Vol IV,
(Ass.np.iorns (S) and Conversion Schedule (C)) of this assessment.



METHODOLOGY

.5
BACKGROUND The TRADOC Army 86 Studies that began in 1976

culminated on 1 August 1980 with a decision briefing

to the Chief of Staff of the Army by the TRADOC

Commander. Transition planning was then begun by
the Army Staff. On 30 October 1980, DCSPER requested
that TRADOC assist the Army staff in this effort

through conduct of a Personnel supportability
analysis and development of projections data. This

analysis was completed on 12 March 1981 based on
beginning-end and over-time comparisons of the
current 10 Heavy Divisions (H-Series MTOE) with a

model projection of the future 10 Heavy Division 86

force structure (Y-Series AURS). DCSOPS approved
transition guidance as of 30 January 1981 was used
to program force structure and equipment transition
assumptions. Headquarters TRADOC subsequently

directed that an assessment of the 10 Heavy

Divisions be made using interim structures

(A-SERIES AURS).

APPROACH The approach used to develop the Division 86

Data Base was the Functional Review methodology as

shown below:

DIVISION-86 DATA BASE

BASE DETAIL TRANS

(OWICU. DIVISION-6 TOR/
WA SA T. YIT11, A.US MmIt DIVISIO-86
AND ROU3139 PROGRA39

WINSAICUN OCNEDULES

. INACIVATIONS

DETAIL

lull MATCHKEY*

DIVIION-86

REPORTS
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BASE FI7L O: ace r, arran- 0 i cr aad Enlistad o0-raZin,
strengths were obtained from the MILPERCEN
Enlisted and Officer Master Files as of en, -u.

1981.

* DETAIL FILE Current H-Series Heavv Division TOE/M-TOE organiza-
tion detail was obtained from the MIL?ERCEN
Authorizations Data Base (AUDB), derived from the
July 1981 PERSACS, for unit documents in the for.e
for the period starting 30 September 1981. Heavy
Division 86 transition organization detail was
obtained from the 29 July 1981 Update TOE TAPE
containing the A-Series AURS. Impacts of selected
systems, DAS 3, RPV, DIVAD, 3x8 DS Artillery
conversion, !LRS and MAB to Ribbon Brigade conver-
sion, were entered in the detail file based on draft
Basis of Issue Plans or full modernization transition
guidance provided by appropriate TRADOC combat
developments activities.

TRANSACTIONS Unit header records were obtained from the MILPERCEN

FILE AUDB covering the same period as the unit detail
file. Program, deployment, activation, inactivation
and concepts transactions were obtained from the
FY83-87 Program Objective Memorandum 15 June 1981,
tie Army 90's Transition Guidance 2S Julv 1981,
Total Army Analysis 88 Heavy Division Conversion
Schedule 19 August 1981, DCSOPS Equipment Distri-
bution Plans as of 30 August 1981, and the August
1981 M-Force.

TRANSITION Transition guidance and assumptions used to
GUIDANCE program the Heavy Division Data Base are contained
& ASSUMPTIONS in VOL IV (CONVERSION SCHEDULE and ASSUMPTIONS).

Emphasis was placed on production of a data base
that could provide data to influence resource
Heavy Division 86 requirements projections in the
FY84-88 POM cycle and beyond. Current projections
using PPBS generated documents failed to provide
adequate transition data in sufficient time
to produce this result.

I"
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REQUIREMENTS The requirements analysis focused on the manning
DATA objectives to field the Heavy Division 86 interim

organizations, accounting for both structure and
equipment modernization changes. This was reflected
in MOS/SC and grade data on actual personnel
required to field the Heavy Division 86 organiza-

tions, expressed as a total personnel manning
objective for current and transition strength over
time from FY81 to FY91. Two other comparisons were
also computed. These included the differences, or

delta, between current authorizations and future
requirements and between current operating strength
and future requirements. These were matched against
the Y-Series AURS manned at ALO 1 for comparative
purposes. This is illustrated below:

Z. 30 SEP 81 FOR SFC PARAINSON
OE[SNEL R6SCURCO ANA.YS:S DIRECTORATE PHI 325-8631,8779

iS ARMY SOLDIER SUPPORT C E ER - %OAT ICA CAPITAL REGION
AR2]T0 A;E AS OF ENO OF Wv H£EvY o:VISION 86 DATA 3ASE EXTQACT ELE NAME IS FR86-APT-ENL

PEOUIREME4TS 3,EQ TIVE - ONL!STEO

GRADE O ST6 FY81 F'82 FY83 FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY8 FY89 FY90 FY91 Y-ALO

9 
.:5

7 0 39 88 !74 .30 234 312 390 468 546
"4 DELTA .0 .39 *85 -'04 .130 .234 .213 2 380 .486 .846 *0
00 DELTA .0 .2 .39 -65 .* . -130 .234 .312 .390 *468 546 .0

08 0 08 '80 288 380 848 900 118 1332 158492 DICTA .0 *1O9 *190 .288 .360 *648 .900 .1118 .1332 .1094 40

2. 0.;A .0 .0 -08 .180 .:60 -360 .646 .800 .1116 -1332 .1084 .0

El 0 276 460 723 3:0 i56 2.06 270 33;2 2 4
80 38.18 .0 .276 .4!0 *33 "920 .1656 32C8 3780 '3312 *38 4
C' 01'?4 .0 .0 .178 .60 26 .A23 S16 .2224 a 2760 .3312 .3 64 .0

[4 0 621 1025 ,180 2070 3728 4968 5210 7452 84
Ro 3E .0 -831 .,035 5 1 0 7 0 . 3728 .4988 -6210 .7453 4 .0
C. DE.TA .0 .0 .621 .1C35 -165. .2070 *3726 .4968 '6210 .7452 -8C94 .0

3 0 '9 2 43 0:3 943 1263 !593 183 .294
13 06.78 *0 .11 .243 .412 .42 .942 21383 .1563 *1863 .2'4 *0

:P 0ELTA .0 .0 .191 293 .442 S642 +S42 .1263 .1563 .1863 .2'4 .0

MOS 3T% 'S 0 135 2033 322 4022 7208 9601 12039 14427 8873
80 0.TA '0 .12- .2033 .322i .4023 .7206 .9681 .12039 .14427 68172 .0

C' 3;.'A .0 .0 -1235 .2033 .3226 -4022 +7206 .9651 .12039 .14437 -16872 .0

(02 :E TA * END F' INUS E-4S 0 FY61 -04AS) (OP DELTA - ENO FY ROMTS MINUS 0PSTR)
UNCLASSIFIED

This format was used to produce the data contained
in VOL II (REQUIREMENTS DATA). It identifies the

relationships between : irrent operating strength,
current authorizations nd current requirements
to projected requirements over time. Projections
incorporate conversion to interim organizational
structures and new equipment in accordance with
approved transition guidance.



MOS ac h Officer Specia1ty an d arran: Ofizer and
PROJECTIONS Enlisted MOS was projected for impact on Heavy

Division 86 transition. Data contained in various
standard reports was collected to provide a
current profile. This data was then combIned i i-ne
requirements data to develop projections -f
supportability by the personnel and training
community. MOS projections are contained in VOL Ill
(PROJECTIONS DATA), and grouped by TRADOC Mission
Area. This is illustrated below:

IIM
FIGHTING VEHICLE INFANTRYMAN

MO9S7 M1 1 ACCES$IO x TRAININ G
* 15CU 11

11127 I ILL % CA? go:
14332 IIM12'131-05 j2'

12113n TT NS ATTRITION ' RETENTION
1 3003 K -1 Af / I JaI lI i ~

] 411 JIll i1 ]l Il Tl ls il 1

I--

iAl - ' U S I•

W 113224, *3163 331 3579 28 21 544 1?

40C mi-n

1&2? -16872 L8.1 187501 148 2(4 2,111 %4

21000 'U3 r-

II U 3 ~d 55 86 87 88 89 90 91Mk.E FEM SNUl U

%L 4



B SACX&O"O Ne OS. Initially. most of the SuDport will

come from tnoSe Personnel and Positions

currentlv In MOS 119. Personnel reclassified

upon s.,c:sssi2 cv,,y'etion of ne. eqwu.neit
traning on Che IFV. There chould be n-~ We S. 001e sv o f Is' for conwsereIn:o

to tuaO size reduction from 11 to 9 men.

SYSTERS IFV E3 E4 E5 E6 £7 E i
GRADE CNAVIES

M242 25m. Chain Gun

142411C 7.620, C04a..I Pchine Gun

DO i-Tuo To. 14400 Lanle er

ORGANIZATIONS Mach Sns uvae A rifle companies and
in Ati;*Armor Co, vs 3 Rifle and
CS Co. eabpos platoon ls eliminated
from each Rifle Co

TAIN 4G Majority of training will be
Accomplished by NET Teem as the
IFVS l fielded. El

a-SW Poor grate fusibility from E3-E4

Out migration my not be a problem (SaR)
since figure for 118 -eft used El (1584)

RECDq9tUOATIONl Fielding plans need to be closely 14 / //,
mom it red to ensure "CS does not
Ceco,'e i-tsan:ed .etee' - E3
and OCONLS

iliRADE FEASIBIUTY

These projections provided an MOS/SC support-

ability conclusion and, where appropriate,

3recommendations for resolution of specific
supportability problems.

Sg
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total unit impact of Heavy Division 86 transition

by both HOS and by uniz. HOS unit impact- data is

contained in VOL V, Section I (UNIT MOS REQUIREMENTS).

This daza is nresented i- a Zor-.a: as iL1ustrate4

below:
20C&4$sl' 000
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Divisional impacts on each of the 10 Heavy Divisions

were also developed by unit, MOS and grade. These

are contained in VOL V, Section 1 (DIVISION

PROJECTIONS) with an annex devoted to each of the

10 Heavy Divisions. This data is presented in a

formac as illustrated below:
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J-Series As the Heavy Division 86 force structure evolves
AURS toward standard TOE documentation, the J-Series
COMPARISON AURS organizational structures are emerging to

present an updated picture of divisional end-
state. It is important, therefore, to capture the
differences between A-Series and J-Series documents.
This is contained in VOL VI (J-Series Comparison)

MRIS DATA The Heavy Division 86 is a complex organization,
driven by doctrinal, organizational and equipment

changes. Separating out equipment and structure
driven changes to meet Modernization Requirements
Information Submission (MRIS) report formats was
not performed in this assessment. This utility in
projecting load driven equipment based training
requirements will have to be determined by each
user of this assessment.

TRAINING The assessment can serve as a basis for projections
DATA of total training requirements for Heavy Division 86

transition. These requirements must account for
changing personnel and training factors such as
course attrition and retention rates.

U

3
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MOS MATRIX USERS GUIDE

HOW TO USE The MOS MATRIX was designed to portray the
THIS DOCUMENT current status of each Enlisted MOS associated wit'

Heavy Division 86 known transition requirements.

In some cases, MOS's were identified within
current Heavy Division operating strengths for
which a requirement no longer exists. These were

deleted from the MATRIX.

DATA The data displayed for each MOS highlights the

DISPLAY current operational, accession, training, retention,
and proponency data relevant to analysis of the MOS
in light of changing requirements to support Heavy
Division 86 transition. Observation of the relation-

ships between data elements provided a basis for
investigation of potential problem areas. This
resulted in a detailed MOS Projection for each

enlisted MOS. These are contained in VOL III
(DETAILED PROJECTIONS), which are displayed by
TRADOC mission area and cross indexed by MOS pro-
ponent and functional area. Officer and Warrant
Officer projections are also contained in VOL III.

DATA MOS data used in the MATRIX was drawn from the
SOURCES following sources:

DATA ELEMENT SOURCE DATE

MOS/Grades Hv Div 86 Data Base 24 Sep 81
CMF/MOS Title/
Substitute MOS AR 611-210 W/C-16 1 Sep 81
Current Oper Str/ MILPERCEN Enlisted Srr 31 Jul 81
World Wide Oper Str/ Inventory (COPO 45 -
% Authorizations Part 6)
Proponent/Remarks AR 600-101 (Draft)
CONUS-OCONUS Ratio MILPERCEN Rotation Base 31 Jul 81

Report (DAPC-236)
MOS Prerequisite/ DMDC Data Base FY77-80 Oct 81
% Population

Critical Skill USAREC Rit List 30 Aug 81
Training Fill MILPERCEN Yearly Limit 31 Jul 81

Program (A PRO)
Training Capacity DCSOPS Trai ig Capacity 30 Jun 81

Constraint. Report
(DAMO-TRI)

Training Time MILPERCEN Qualifications Aug 81
File

Recruiting Lead Time SSC-NCR BOIP Analysis
Course Attrition MILPERCEN PIA Report Jul 81

(ATSCHL)
Miscl Attrition MILPERCEN AID-E Report Dec 80
1st Term Retention -DA MOS Retention Rates 30 Jun 81
(3 yr)/Career Report (COPO 70)
Retention

ist Term Retention DA Report of Separations 30 Jun 81
(4 yr)/Career Eligible - 12 months
Retention (DAPC-120)



ZAA rLT Relazionships between data elements can raise
RELATIONSHIPS questions for further investigation. This can be

useful for personnel managers, cobat and craining
developers, policy analysts, nroram managers,
training manaders, operators, decision makers ann
unit I-aiders. They can provide a tozal svses
oriented approach to policies, programs and actions
affecting problems within these MOS's. Examples of
data element relationships include:

-Operating strength to increased requirements.
-High TTHS to course length.
-Substitute MOS to increased requirements
-CONUS/OCONUS ratio to retention.
-CONUS/OCONUS ratio to male/female ratio x

-Proponent to functional area concern
-MOS prerequisite to course attrition "'
-MOS prerequisite to population change
-Critical skill to increased requi ements
-Enlistment option/bonus to incr 'sed requirements
-Training fill to increased re/"irements
-Training capacity to increasled requirements
-Recruiting Lead Time to MOS/decision
-Course attrition change to MOS prerequisite,
course length, course content and training
Met ho do 1- 3,-.
-Miscellaneous attritiop to unit training, facilities
and command climate

-Retention to SRB
-Migration to promotion opportunity/grade feasibility

PROjFC'INC, Objectively, these relationships must be evaluated
MOS HEALTH for cause and effect across functional boundaries.

As new data is genera :ed from periodic reports,
trends can begin to emerge to further refine problem
area identification. This, in turn, can provide a
more systematic approach to personnel and training
plans, policies and operations for projective

*analysis and design of ,ntegrated "get well"
strategies for problem M1$S's.

AUTOMA-7-ON Efforts are under way to design and build compil-
OF MOS DATA ations of MOS data, such as those contained in

this MATRIX for automated update and access. Current
standard automated reports are used primarily for
discrete management functions and are thus not
readily useable or accessable to many potentially
interested parties. With the accelerated pace of
change and the redefinition of proponency roles
and proponent functions, a roll-up of relevant
data appears to be increasingly needed,
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74
SYSTEM RELATIONSHIPS

CONTEXT The impact of a major change in any Army subsystem
will have an impact on soldiers.

There are a number of evolving systems, policies,
programs, concepts and studies that have a petential

impact on the manpower, personnel and training
supportability of Heavy Division 86. These include
changes in the following areas:
-Planning Framework
-Related Structure
-New Manning System
-Personnel Policies and Programs
-Training System
-Doctrinal Developments
-Materiel Acquisition System
The purpose of this section is to identify and
outline relevant impacts on the transition to
Heavy Division 86 as shown below:

SYSTEM RELATIONSHIPS

PLANNINGTRUCTURE

PERSONNEL

TRAINING

EQUIPMENT

PLANNING The plai Lng process provides a resourcing frame-
FRAMEWORK work to meet doctrine generated requirements.

Among the planning issues affecting Heavy Division
86, the following have an identified potential

impact:
-TAADS documentation
-Projective planning systems

-Force mix changes
-Restationing plans
-Total Army Analysis
-Mission Area Analysis
-Mobilization Plans
-Army 90's Transition

-Functional Area Studies



.ADS 2CC" Army programing and b-udgetinz guidance drives
MENTATION changes to MTOE a-' TDA units through the Force

Accounting System (FAS) and the Army Authorization
Document System (T .ADS). These cnan;es result in
semi-annual auzhoriza:ions changes to unit
structure which in turn drive oersonnel and
training resourcing documents which provide
approximately 18 months leadtime to the personnel
and training community for new equipment driven
changes in personnel requirements as shown in
the following pages.

The leadtime required to field a properly trained
soldier is from 27 to 40 months between identifi-
cation of the requirement and soldier availability
in the unit. This is illustrated below:

SEOUENCE OF EYEITS
. 2MONTHS FROM I0C
21 2 21 2 1 15S 114111125 710 7 137 1 f 14 3 121

80WP FIWALaUD S-

TII 1 2III11TH f
M LmII PISL9SIS

A.mIapnu r Acyoams

TUADI NUURNTS• M SPo. I oPo INP-T

P8?#APJI AcZ "

OIMWO SOIEOULEI
AIlUUTS UPOATIO

ISW TO 3l MONIAIO.. . . . .
ar

These changes, and changes to personnel requirements
driven by structure adjustments or new capabilities
must be identified in unit TAADS documents early
enough to resource accession, training, utilization,
and retention of the right soldier in the right
place at the right time. Due to the structure of
the Planning, Programing and Budgeting System (PPBS),
documented manning requirements and authorizations
are generated through a time driven, cyclic process.
This does not allow for identification of event
driven changing requirements early enough to ensure
adequate leadtime to meet personnel and training
resourcing needs.
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PROJECTIVE A need exists, therefore, to accurately project

PLANNING estimated personnel requirements and authorizations

further into the future based on known and antici-

pated equipment and force structure changes.

These include new systems and revised unit TOE,

MTOE and TDA and unit transactions. This data must be

linked to new equipment fielding documentation and

transition guidance a minimum of six years in

advance to accommodate resourcing of facilities

and as much as three and one half years in advance

to provide trained soldiers to their units on time.

Only by development of a Total Army projective

personnel data base can this be accomplished in a

manner that will provide decision makers with

alternatives that allow for manpower, personnel and

training affordable and supportable choices. This

is shown below:

TOTAL SYSTEMS DATA BASE

UU
,-"A
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The methodology described in VOL 1, Annex A (METHODOLOGY)

allows for projections of MOS and grade revisements within

functional areas and iterative force structures such as

that contained in this assessment for Heavy Division 36.
* These projections can influence the current documents upon

which personnel and training resource managers rely as
shown below:

KEY RELATIONSHIPS

THE TOE
RIGHT SOLDIER
IN THE PERSAS

~~IGHTTPLAE \ " AP
AT THE

REQUEST

FORCE MIX As the composition of the total force evolves
over time with a changing end strength requirement,
mix of types of divisions, combat to support

* balance and active to reserve component ratios,

projecrive personnel planning must also account
for the interface of these future changes in terms
of grade, skill and training resource requirements.

0i



TOTAL ARMY The Total Army Analysis supports the development of
ANALYSIS the Heavy Division 86 transition program. Through

quantitative analysis, combat organization designs
are played, war fighting simulations are conducted
and support structures are developed. Casualty
flows are determined to provide replacement data
Affordability analysis provides a qualitative

mdimension and results feed the modernization of

force structure programs. An Army 86 excursion was
run subsequently to TAA 87 which included the
Y-Series Heavy Divisions. The J-Series Heavy
Divisions are scheduled to be part of the TAA 88
Force. The personnel supportability assessment has
the potential to contribute detailed data to the
TAA process for improved casualty stratification
modeling and replacement data.

RESTATIONING Changes in unit facilities and training areas
PLANS required to support the Heavy Divisions must be

identified, approved and budgeted early to
accommodate varying unit size, new equipment,
maintenance and repair requirements and training
needs. As stated earlier, a minimum of six years

care required for MCA program funding from resource
requirements identification to completed construction.
rhis is particularly important in light of the
USAREUR Restationing Plan and Program Decision
Guidance affecting the Heavy Division Force
Structure. As the Heavy Corps 86 and Echelons Above

*Corps 86 structures take shape, they will also

require advanced programing of fixed facilities to
ensure adequate support of the divisions and
support functions.

MOBILIZATION Wartime requirements over time must address Feavy
AND DEPLOY- Division 86 augmentation, reinforcement and sustain-
MENT PLANS ment, much of which will require mobilization of

units and personnel from Reserve Componen..

Prepositioned and sustainment stocks, strategic
lift and personnel replacements must be programed

to support the evolving Heavy Division 86 structures
with the right kinds and quantities of supplies,

fuels, ammunition and repair parts and the right
skills and grades for replacements and augmentees.



Reserve component units that support active Army
units in war must have the right kinds of commun-
ications equipment, maintenance and :epair capa-
bilities and tactical nobility to ensure adequate
back-up, Reserve component combat and combat
support forces must be upgraded to ensure fighting
capability compatible with their actilre Army counter-
parts. IRR individual and RC package replacements
must have skills and grades matched to evolving
Heavy Division 86 requirements as closely as
possible.

MISSION AREA The Mission Area Analysis process identified future
ANALYSIS organizational, doctrinal, equipment, personnel

training and logistical support mission element
needs to meet a changing threat. The TRADOC MAA
Level II studies match the Heavy Division 86
structured force against a future threat in both
NATO theatre and contingency scenarios. Projective
personnel data in each TRADOC mission area assist
the analysis process. The Heavy Division 86
Personnel Supportability Assessment has been tailored,
in part, for MAA study utility. This will assist in
identifying manpower, personnel and training
deficiencies for resolution through definition of
mission element needs in these areas.

DEMOGRAPHICS Personnel and training support for the Heavy Division
86 force must account for demographic trends toward

a smallkr base of entry level 17 to 21 year old
males and declining standard score performance on
many of the ASVAB test areas until FY81. FY82

preliminary data also supports a reversal of this
negative trend. Future, accession, training and
retention policies and programs to support the

evolving force structure must address both positive

and negative demographic trends early enough to

ensure continued supportability of the force in

light of total Army force structure evolution.
Selected data on ASVAB test area performance and

trends are captured in VOL I, Annex B (MOS MATRIX)
and VOL I1.

ARMY 90's Decision guidance is provided for the transition to

TRANSITION Heavy Division 86 force structure by the Army 90's

Transition Plan. This document provides interim

and final conversion timeframes, authorized
,* levels of organization (ALO), projected

14



activations, inactivations and other unit
transactions, equipment pacing guidance for unit
structure conversions and other program planning
data. Guidance for Heavy Division 86 Transition
contained in this document was influenced by
personnel supportability factors surfaced in the
March 1981 Heavy Division 86 Personnel Supportability
Assessment.

FUNCTIONAL A number of functional area studies and analyses have
AREA STUDIES a potential impact on manpower, personnel and
& ANALYSES training -equirements to support the evolving Heavy

Division 86 force. These include the following:

INFANTRY -Close Combat (Heavy) MAA Level II
-Infantry/Armor Functional Review

ARMOR -Infantry/Armor Functional Review
FIELD
ARTILLERY -Fire Support MAA Level II

-Field Artillery Functional Review
-Close Support Study Group I

AIR DEFENSE -Air Defense MAA Level II
-Air Defense Functional Review
-Air Defense Program 92

INTEL/EW -Intelligence/EW MAA Level II
-Intelligence/EW Functional Review
-Accelerated Acquisition Study

MOBILITY/ -Mobility, Countermobility and Mine Warfare MAA
COUNTER- Level II
MOBILITY & -Revision of Officer Specialty 21
MINE -Engineer Functional Area Update
WARFARE

COMMUNI- -Communications MAA Level II
CATIONS -Signal Functional Review

-COMSEC Logistics Study
-CMF 29 Study
-Calibration Coordination Study

COMMAND & -Command and Control MAA Level II
CONTROL -Signal Functional Review

AVIATION -Aviation MAA Level II
-Aviation Functional Review

5 . -Aviation Requirements for Combat Structure -
Army III & IV.

-CMF 67 Study
-Aviation RETO Study
-Aircrew Ratio Study
-SC 15 Methodology Study

COMBAT -Combat Service Support MAA Level II
SERVICE -Logistics Functional Review
SUPPORT -Cook Reduction Study

-Study of Army Logist-ics-81
-Casualty Estimation Study
-Combat Field Feeding System
-Near Term Water Support
-Automated Wartime Functional Supply requirements
(AWFSR)

BATTLEFIELD -Battlefield Nuclear Warfare MAA Level I
*NUCLEAR

WARFARE

CHEMICAL -CMF 54 Revision
-CS NBC (Defensive) MAA Levels I & II



The heav7 divisions do nct exist a
vaCuum o' e a ' A =
divisional and non-divisional forcas,

both Active Army and Reserve Components,
accomplish other missions, support the
heavy divisions and augment, sustain and
recons':i:et _h__ -

HEAVY The Heavy Corps 86 structure is a flexibile grouping
CORPS 86 of functional and command and control elements

designed to expand over time in war. Its primary
missions are to attack deep; neutralize enemy action
in the corps rear area; control, support, sustain
and reconstitute the attached heavy divisions and
other combat forces and to provide services not
available in the divisions. Personnel resources
required for Heavy Corps 86 force structures will,
in many cases, compete with the Heavy divisions
to fill required divisional units. The Heavy Corps
86 structures are shown below:

CORPS of cups is. . l~~~~-DAY 3 DIV ~l€~TI| OC
l2 3 6 CONSTIAIIID FiCE

The personnel supportability of the Heavy Corps
*can be assessed upon publication of unit structure

detail and approved transition guidance. This
assessment will also involve Reserve Component forces.

0e



ECHELONS Echelons Above Corps 86 force structure is also a

ABOVE CORPS flexible grouping of functional and command and
control elements designed to expand over time in war.

Their primary missions are to provide a Theatre
Army support structure for attached US and allied
combat forces, provide command and control interface
with the national command authority, integrate joint

service functions and operations, coordinate host
naticn support and conduct special operations. The

* EAC 86 structure relies heavily on both Reserve Com-
ponent forces and host nation support forces and
assets. Personnel resources required for EAC 86

force structures will also compete with the heavy
divisions for constrained personnel resources.
The EAC 86 structures are shown below:

THEATER ARMY ORGANIZATION IIUNITIAU

TA 22 NUEl A

CIVIL PAAI*M O

INTELLIEICE PSYOP

RILITAhV POLIU WICI. 1111s

THEATEI ARMY ORGANIZATION INATUBEI

The personnel supportability of the EAC 86 structures

can be assessed upon publication of unit structure

*detail and approved transition guidance. As with

the Heavy Corps, this will involve Reserve

Component forces.



OTHER FORCES Additional A:=y 90's cransicion chanes inZlUde
Infantry Division 86 and Contingency Corps 86.
These coupled with other Army MTOE and TDA force
struzture changes, ! also coneze it~h t-e
heavy divisions for scarce personnel resources.
Force mrndernization ini.tiatives and programs suah
as the High Technology Light Division, Restructured
Airborne and Airmobile Divisions and establishment
of Rear Area Combat Brigades may require tradeoffs
with the Army 90's program force structure
of manning levels. The potential impact of
this problem is particularly critical in the
training base and in the initial active Army
authorizations to accommodate mobilization
surge. Additionally, the integration of
Reserve Components units and individual
replacements upon mobilization must be
accessed for personnel supportability of the
total force.

NEW MANNING Two major changes in the \Ary personnel system
SYSTEM will impact on the supportab'ility of the Heavy
CHANGES Division 86 force. These are the New Manning System

and Proponency for integrated personnel and
training mana'aemen:. 0veraJ. :he"z pacs o
these systems are expected to ease t'bulence
and instability associated with Heavy >
Division 86 Transition. K

THE NEW Army cohesion and stability initiatives resu ed
MANNING in development of a new manning system that wo d
SYSTEM modify our current individual replacement and N

overseas rotation system to incorporate potential
unit replacement and rotation programs. The new
manning system will incorporate the American
Regimental System. It will also integrate personnel
policies and regulations to accomplish cohesion
driven actions, and identify personnel systems
disconnects both within the personnel community
and in relation to other functional proponents.

PROJECT In FY81, 20 company size units began formation and
COHORT/ initial entry training, with unit identity maintained
COMPANY upon integration with parent units. The initial
REPLACEMENT success of these units has led to a planned

expansion and field evaluation to include unit
movement.

COMPANY Beginning in FY82, accessions will fill six company
ROTATION size units for late FY83 OCONUS rotation. This

project may becone an alternative to, or compatable
with, company replacement.

.. . . . . .



3AT-TALION Beginning in FY34, six pro:otype battalion rcca:i3n
ROTATION will be implemented. The relationship of this

initiative to increasing turbulence due to single

E-Date Heavy Division 86 unit conversions to A-Series

organizations, and to equipment modernization, is
being closely coordinated and monitored by responsible

agencies of the DCSPER and TRADOC

AMERICAN The American Regimental System is designed to

REGIMENTAL incorporate a cohesion building pattern of unit and

SYSTEM non-unit assignments for soldiers within a parent
unit identity. Initially, battalions will be paired

for CONUS/OCONUS alignment to regiments. Regimental

designations will then be identified with groups of

battalion pairs in mid-FY82, Identification of

individual soldiers with regiments will be in late
FY82 under a Regimental Affiliation Program.

Recurring unit assignmeut to Regimental battalions

will then be managed under revised personnel

policies.

EVALUATION Evaluation will include a field evaluation of the

PROGRAM best alternative(s) for unit movement, modeling

of grade progression in a Regimental system and

other studies.

POLICY & Personnel policies and regulations are being

REGULATION reviewed to revise those that do not support new
INTEGRATION/ manning system programs. Additionally, disconnects
IDENTIFICATION between personnel policies and regulations and

OF DISCONNECTS related guidance are being identified for resolution
under the new manning system.

RETENTION Retention concepts are being investigated to
ensure continued availability of high quality and

high skill soldiers. Quality Bonuses are being

considered for key junior enlisted personnel

eligible for separation. Revised Selective Reen-

listment Bonuses are also being considered.

Bonuses are being investigated for voluntary

reclassification and training in shortage skill,

FEMALE fhe Women in the Army (WITA) Study is conducting an

SOLDIERS investigation of the appropriate role of female
soldiers in proximity to combat areas. Care must
be taken to ensure that any change in male/female

ratio does not limit required support of doctrinal
changes associated with Heavy Division 86

transition or create a space imbalance condition

for forward deployed males.

'I
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*DETAIL 2d Lieutenants to combat arms and combat support
arms units is being reinvestigated. Such a
Combat Arms Detail could resolve the current
short rail in CSS a::essirs oro,.4 drovi inrlCar
troop leadership experience for whizh onnortun-
ities are currently iimited. Combat Arms detailingc
of female CSS officers is being investigated by
the WITA Stud, Gro'op. Detailing of M! officers
is also under consideration. Considerable
relief for five of the six Heavy Division 86
problem SSI (35ASS 91A, 91B, 92A and 92B) may be
generated by'this proposal if adopted in FY82
since most of these SSI requirements increases
occur in FY84. Relief in FY83 and FY84 for major
requirements increases in the sixth problem SSI
(13E) could also be generated by this proposal.
Recolding of selected current combat arms positions
to CSS such as Battalion Ammunition Officer in
Field Artillery units, could also provide relief
for near term increases.

PROPONENCY The transfer of proponency for most Army Career Manage-
ment Fields and Officer Specialties from DA Staff
agencies to TRADOC School commandants on 1 October
1931 ?rovides a 00ceru.ot-~ ~b'
gration of personnel and training issues affecting
Heavy Division 86 transition. 1 roponents will now
advise the DCSPIER and 1ULPERCEN in formulating
personnel policies and programs. TRADOC will also
integrate proponency related actions. A revision to
AR 600-101 will contain new Specialty Proponency
guidance as illustrated below:
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PERSONNEL A number of personnel policy and program concepts
POLICY are being investigated to provide alternatives

-- CHANGES for solutions of current problem areas. These
concepts must evolve in consideration of Heav,.
Division 86 personnel supportability.

SKILL Competency-based Skill Progression is being
PROGRESSION investigated to ensure a closer relationship

W. between demonstrated skills and promotion and to
provide a fram~ework for Mastery Training approaches.

RETENTION Retention concepts are being investigated to ensure
continued availability of high quality and high
skill soldiers. Under this concept, Quality Bonuses
are being investigated for key junior enlisted
personnel eligible for separation. Revised
Selective Reenlistment Bonuses are also being
considered. Bonuses are being investigated for
voluntary reclassification and training in
shortage skills.

LATERAL Lateral placement of technically qualified personnel
PLACEMENT in critical technical skills is being considered for

expansion under the Army Civilian Acquired Skills
Program. This may provide near term solution to
increasing technical skill requirements and training
base expansion constraints. Measures must still be
devised to ensure that the 'soldiering"' aspects of
training adequately accommodate laterally placed
accessions.

FEMALE Investigation of the appropriate role of female
5SOLDIERS soldiers in combat areas is nearing completion.

Care must be taken to ensure that any change in
male/female ratio does not limit required support
of doctrinal changes associated with Heavy Division
86 transition or create a space imbalance condition
for forward deployed males.

RESERVE Reserve component changes being investigated
COMPOENTS include expansion of the training base toCOMPOENTS accommodate seasonal peaks, structure changes

to match RC to AC structures, increased
emphasis on quality accessions and RC
obligated service extensions. Affiliation
bonuses and in-service USAR/ARNG recruiting
are also being investigated. Additionally,
ways to avoid cross leveling units upon
mobilization-to fill early-deploying Active
and RC unit requirements are being invest-
igated to preserve unit cohesion. Aspects
of the Regimental System, already exist
In the Army National Guard. Follow-up
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as it affects the National Guard round out
brigades of the Heavy Divisions, should
ensure closer alignment of varying component
personnel li ciaes ananaapiza-ion on
existing RC ecp~ en'e
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CHANGES affect the transition to Heavy Di~sion 86.

These include enlisted and officer initial
and professional development training changes,
changing training requirements for new
materiel systems, package training of units
and crews and a renewed emphasis on the
'will'' component of the ''skill+wil>Kill''

equation.

RETO The Review of Educatioi and Training - Officer
generated numerous changes to officer
development patterns. Several of these; the
expansion of basic courses, elimination of,
or changes ta, advanced courses, and changes
to command and staff courses are expected to
better prepare the officer corps for the
spacialty requira=an:s associa:ed wirh
force modernization.

MASTERY Training programs to produce technical excellence
TRAINING are being introduced for non-commissioned fficers.

Initial success in the Master Mechanic and Master
Gunner programs should expand this effort. Initiatives
are being investigated to expand this program to a
competence based, potential oriented training
approach. This would key requirements and resourcing
decisions to demonstrated competence at Basic
Intermediate, Advanced, Master and Leader levels
rather than grade/skill levels under current practice.

SYSTEM Realignment of CMF 27, 63, 67 and 74 to support
SPECIFIC specific equipment systems maintenance and repair
SKILLS and CMF 11, 13, 16, 19 and 98 to support specific

system operational requirements empah-.zes the move
toward specialization in the enlisted force. This
is particularly evident in the skills required to

* support Heavy Division 86. Training time, facilities,
programs and personnel support are all being impacted
by these changes. Increasing specialization
requirements may, over time, decrease the flexibility
of units with personnel shortages, and of soldiers
to quickly adapt to changing circumstances. This

*must be accounted for in institutional.and unit
training and cross-training programs.
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r PACKAGE Training o- crews, teams or entire comnan .- usnt

TRAINING as "packages" is increasing. This derives
from bot new equipme4 rsys ten requiremefnt an'fo

cohesion initiatives such as COHORT discussed earlier.

The Air Defense community is oarticularly dependent

on package training. This causes a "double dip" on
personnel inventories in order co maintain required

operational readiness while preparing replacement

units trained on new systems such as DIVAD. Other

package trained units, such as MLRS batteries, do not

"double dip" on personnel requirements since they

represent a new capability.

"SOLDIER" New training initiatives to improve the ''will''
TRAINING of soldiers are being investigated by the

Components Group, 9th Infantry Division and
the High Technology Test Bed, with TRADOC and
Army Research community support. This has
potential benefits for developing competent

courageous, committed soldiers, with high
integrity, in cohesive Heavy Division 86
units as well. A force multiplying and
conserving effect can be generated from this
innovative effort which should increase the
effectiveness of the Heavy Division 86
force at relatively low cost.

DOCTRINE While doctrinally, or "concept" based, the Heavy
CHANGES Division 86 structure, in part, remains equipment

driven. New doctrine, associated with changing
threats and exploitation of materiel and human

.-technologies, is emerging which has implications
for the future evolution of the Heavv Divisions

AIR-LAND Concepts for fighting the Air-Land Battle of the
BATTLE 2000 future increasingly empahsize the extended and

integrated battlefield. This has placed emphasis on
mobility; command, control, communications and
Intelligence (C31); interdiction, nuclear and
chemical operations; and rear area protection. These
needs are generating new requirements, many at
corps level, which may compete with the divisions for
personnel resources. Additionally, the concept based
acquisition system will ensure that how we plan to
fight drives the equipment and weapons the Army
acquires, rather then the other way around.

RAPID New threats have generated requirements for an
DEPLOYMENT & increased capability to deploy rapidly to contingency
CONTINGENCY areas. This may impact several of the Heavy Divisions.
MISSIONS As light, mobile forces increase, potential exists

for erosion of Heavy Division unit assets and
personnel resourcing unless accompanied by end
strength increases. Contingency Corps 86 and the
High Technology Division, will be analyzed for
personnel supportability in light of requirements
to support transition to Heavy Division 86 and

Heavy Corps 86.



FM 100-5 The new F-H 100-5: Operations ?lces increasea
emphasis on the intangibles of war. This forces a

new look at the quality of personnel and training,
K both from a systems perspective and from the actual

potential and performance o: our s.i;rs. r
and enhancement of lea&_.rshio, inva:l , fle.-:-
and other traditional advantages of American soldiers
over their enemies requires a quality base. Personnel
and training po4c4aes have oriented in tais dr-ec Z i.

RECONSTITU- Reconstitution of the force to regenerate fighting
TION capacity requires functional coordination and support.

While a major portion of the reconstitution effort
is borne by corps and EAC elements, weapon system
replacement operations and direction of damage assess-
ment, individual and unit replacements and support
requirements to priority areas will have an impact
on Heavy Division 86 personnel resources. This may
necessitate a shift to a "supply-push" system to
supplement the current "demand-pull" personnel
requisition process. It will certainly require total
systems coordination between operations, personnel,
supply, maintenance and information managers and with
unit leaders in combat.

SWARTIME The transition from peace to war is well programed in
SYSTEMS the Heavy Division 86 structure. Numerous related

wartime implications, however, remain to be addressed.
Significant among these are augmentation requirements,
"space-face" match in peacetime, alignment of
echelons above division for wartime support of the
Heavy Divisions and the impact of package training
and unit rotation/replacement on wartime casualty
replacement, unit reconstitution and sustainment.

C31 Increases in C31 capability are generating increasing
requirements for highly skilled battlefield automation,
communications and intelligence operators, equipment
maintainers and repairers and information systems
managers. Leadership implications include computer
dependency, information overload, signature at.d NBC
effects vulnerability and centralized comman' and
control of operations. The implications of C31 systems

O Apon the types and qualities of personnel required to
man the Heavy Divisions must be closely monitored to
ensure that we get the payoff we seek in combat
advantage. Innovations such as the Cellular Command
Post may assist in this effort, but may also have a
personnel cost if adopted.

K'



:!ATMATERIEL Numerous materiel development and acquisition
CHANGES initiatives are being conducted wihout

documented personnel impact. These ongoing
materiel developments and acquisition actions
may affect the evolving Heavy Division 86
force. Such actions include shifting emphasis
toward lighter, more deployable weapons and
support systems; efforts to streamline the
materiel development and acquisition process;
and potential impacts of new systems with an
as yet unknown personnel impact. They also
may affect skill requirements changes due to
battlefield automation and shifting functional
emphasis towards increasing Aviation and
Intelligence force structure in the heavy
divisions with attendent ''shakedown'' changes
to be anticipated.

DEPLOYMENT The need for improved strategic flexibility is
CRITERIA requiring increased emphasis on rapid deployability

of units from CONUS and intertheatre. Depending on
the treat, this may require rapid movement of heavy,
as well as light forces. New materiel development
programs are highlighting the need for lighter,
smaller systems to meet deployment criteria. More,
bigger and better strategic and tactical air and sea
lift systems are also being developed to get current
and programed equipment where it is needed, in a
hurry. Related issues, such as rail capacity, tank
transporters, cargo cranes, containerization and
roll-on/roll-off capability are also being addressed.
Implications for the personnel supportability of
evolving heavy divisions include the potential
for increased combat service support personnel
requirements in the mid-term, with a reduction of
those requirements as lighter smaller replacement
systems are introduced in the 1990's. Additionally,
in the long term, fewer heavy divisions may be
required as capability and lethality continue to
increase.

STREAMLINED Efforts to reduce the traditional "13 year" concept-
MATERIEL to-capability cycle in the materiel development and
ACQUISITION acquisition process may further accelerate the pace
PROCESS of change in personnel and skill training requirements.

"Off the shelf" procurement of commercial or
foreign produced 'state of the art" high technology
items is already being investigated in the battlefield
automation and intelligence areas. This concept is
being tested by the High Technology Test Bed for
applications in tactical mobility, protection,
soldier needs and other functional areas. Closer
working relationships between the materiel developments
and personnel and training communities are underway

* in the MAA and Life Cycle Systems management processess.
This should preclude unsupoortable Dersonnel and trainint
impacts of changes in the materiel acquisition process.

A.-



SYSTEM':S A number of .et: materiel s'.-s-e=s have Seen iden'.-fied

Men :s ",7hzh ia e :et t e ",l : d, 7nen :
personnel and training impact. These syste..3 include:

SLUFAE -The Surfaced Launched Unit Fuel-Air Explosive
(SLUFAE), will provide a mine field breachin-
capability. It will be organic to the Engineer
Battalion. Fielding is due to bezin in the late
1980's. Estimated personnel requirements are unknown
but expected to be minimal due to space tradeoffs.

SOTAS -The Standoff Target Acquisition System
(SOTAS) will provide real-time moving target
indicator display. It will be organic to
the CEWI Battalion and Aviation Combat
Support Battalion. Fielding is due to
begin in FY 87 prior to system deletion
from the program. If restored, estimated
rersonnel requirement could increase by 77
personnel per heavy division. MOS decision
and detailed personnel and training impact
would then be required prior to FY 85.

TEAMPACK -AN/MS Q-103 (TEAMPACK) will provide a divisional

direction finding capability to locate non-communi-
cations emitters. It will be organic to the CEWI
Battalion and will replace the AN/MLQ-24 beginning
in FY83. Estimated personnel requiremen-s ,
increase by three personnel per heavy division.
Detailed personnel and training resources must be

programed now.

TACJAM -AN/MLQ-34 (TACJAM) will provide multi-mode tactical

jamming of enemy emitters. It will be organic to the

CEWI Battalion and will replace AN/GLQ-3B beginning

in FY83. Estimated personnel requirements involve
DS/GS maintenance support, Again, detailed oersonnel

and training resource programing is needed as soon as
possible.

TCAC-D/ -Technical Control and Analysis Center-
ASAS Division (TCAC-D). Provides interim

capaBility for all source analysis pending
avalab$lity of All Source Analysis System
(ASAS). It will Be organic to the CEWI
Battalion and will have limited fielding

4 beginning in FY 83. Estimated personnel
requirements to support the system is 30
personnel in each of the five heavy divisions
(4 OCONUS/I CONUS) for which programmed.
ASAS will begin to replace TCAC-D in FY 87.
Personnel requirements are expected to be
met using organic CEWI Battalion assets
currently dedicated to TCAC-D, the DTOC
support element and Technical Control and
Analysis element.

4



TRAILBLAZER -AN/TSQ-ll4A (TRAILBLAZER) will provide direction
finding and intercept capability. It will be

organic to the CEWI Battalion and will replace the
AN/TRQ-32 beginning in FY84. Estimated personnel
requirements will increase by 16 personnel per
heavy division. Personnel and training requirements
identification is needed early on.

QUICKFIX -AN/ALQ-151 (QUICKFIX IIB) will provide an airborne

communications, direction finding, intercept and
jamming capability. It will be organic to the CEWI

Battalion and the Combat Support Aviation Battalion.
It will replace QUICKFIX IA and IB beginning in
FY86. Estimated personnel requirements increase
by 22 personnel per heavy division for all but one
division currently equipped with QUICKFIX IA.
Detailed personnel and training requirements for

interim QUICKFIX I systems must be programed now,
and for QUICKFIX II in FY 83 for the FY 85-89 POM.

TRAFFICJAM -AN/TLQ-17A (TRAFFICJAM) will provide a communi-
cations intercept and jamming capability. It will
be organic to the CEWI Battalion and will replace
the AN/TLQ-17 beginning in FY82. Estimated personnel
impacts are expected to involve training without
significant personnel increase.

REMBASS -The Remotely Monitored Battlefield Sensor System
(REMBASS) will provide a seismic, acoustic, magnetic
and infrared target detection and early warning
system. It will be organic to the CEWI Battalion.
Fielding is due to begin in FY84. Estimated
personnel requirements will increase by 15 personnel

per heavy division, Personnel and training resources
must be programed not later than the FY84-88 POM.

-
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